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This study covers theological (mind), spiritual (strength), physical (health),
sociological (dignity), and economical (support) dimensions of empowerment of
holistically transformed individuals within the Christian community who are able to
transform the community with the gospel of Jesus Christ and good works.
Christianity with faith and works was introduced by western missionaries more
than 300 years ago. Socially visible mission activities came into the broader surface of
the Kathmandu Valley with arrival of evangelical missionaries with the gospel and good
works only in the 1950s.
This study has discovered the reasons for the existing gap between Christian
communities and the rest of the society of the Kathmandu Valley and their appropriate
resolution to the issue facing Christian community. It also explores practices toward
creating a holistically transformed individual who in turn involves themselves to
transform lives within the faith community of the Kathmandu Valley. This project
identified the holistic practices of individual transformation in the Christian community
of the Kathmandu Valley.

This is a study on "holistically transformed" individuals who are involved in
transforming others through planting churches, organizing theological and sociological
training, and supporting the community by creating jobs and providing financial
resources. It also examined philosophies, approaches, and disparities between faith and
works through a few selected individuals of Christian communities within the
Kathmandu Valley.
This study is a contribution to the Christian community as well as the community
at large for exploring impact of faith (gospel) and works (good works) in the Kathmandu
Valley.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter discusses the nature of the project, the researcher's encounter with
Christ, his own transformational experiences, and the problem and the purpose of this
research. It also includes a glimpse of holistic transformation, justification, aims,
advantage, beneficiary, definitions of terminology, and the scope of the research of
literature review to the project.
This chapter also provides a sketch of the research plan with a brief statement of
the problem and reflection on the context of this research.
Autobiographical Introduction
I am Thakur Prasad (Sam) born to Aryan Hindu Parents as a third child in 1973 in
a remote hamlet of Nepal. Having lost both parents in very infancy, I, including my two
siblings grew up under the care of our maternal grandmother. In my life, at the age of 11,
I had been a victim of verbal abuse within a relative circle. I started making a search for
peace and happiness within and beyond.
Around 1986, I chose to travel to the capital Kathmandu with no clear purpose in
mind, yet in a search for the reason of struggle and suffering. During my very early stay
in the capital serving as a kitchen helper to a bank officer, I found no opportunity for
schooling, only physical abuse and exploitation. I had no option but to run away back to
my remote hamlet and quench my quest for learning. I left my hamlet again and
happened to come in touch with Islamic businessmen from India and became fascinated
to their mode of faith. I began to attend mosque on regular basis almost for 2 years. But I
developed a fear caused by sexual abuse, instead of peace and happiness.
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Thus, having lost the sense of security, I left this people group and started living
on my own in a rented tiny room, working as a sightseeing guide with an international
tourist agency as a cyclist in the tourist hub of Kathmandu.
During a Christmas season of 1991, I happened to notice a crucified portrait of
Jesus in Newsweek Magazine in a bookshop close to my own rental bicycle shop. I was
filled with curiosity. I asked a man in the bookstore about it. When he told me that “he
was a righteous man, but sinners killed him,” I asked him, “but why?” I found no-one to
answer my question until a friend of mine handed me a few Gospel Booklets, which I
received cheerfully. I took them to my tiny room in an old house made of mud and
bricks. I took the time to read them thoroughly and discovered the reason for my struggle
and suffering, including God’s plan and purpose with love in Christ for me. When I read
those words, I felt a great sense of peace and happiness immediately.
However, I had none to lead me to a Church until 1992 Christmas Day, where,
having been challenged to give my life in the hand of Christ, I accepted Him as Lord and
Savior. As I continued attending Church on a regular basis, I felt the need for schooling
in my life within a month. I decided to find a school suitable for my need and joined a
night school with the help of one of my friends. I continued growth in the knowledge and
fellowship of the Lord with education. When I completed my school, I traveled to Japan
in 1997 having received an invitation from a Japanese friend. After returning from Japan,
I had to give up my moneymaking business owing to unfaithfulness demonstrated by a
business partner. I had to give it up bearing a big loss as a sacrifice.
Then I began to spend time reading the Bible and prayer for about six months.
The Lord gave me the idea of teaching English and Japanese as a private coach from my
apartment. As I was continuing teaching in my apartment, one-day God spoke to me
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through one of my pagan friends to start a language school in the tourist hub of
Kathmandu instead of limited coaching within my apartment. I took the challenge and
founded a language school that was in operation until God called me into full-time
ministry.
While operating this school, the Lord gave me a stronger burden for
transformational work, i.e., evangelism, which led me to the transformational ministry of
church planting in 2002. In 2002, the Lord also provided me with a beautiful life partner
Sophia Gita. We are blessed with four biological children and one foster daughter. I have
been involved in the transformational mission of God through evangelism, teaching,
pastoral care, and counseling since 1995.
I became interested in studying the faith community and transformation because it
is believed that, whether slow or fast, Christianity is impacting the lives of Nepalese in all
circles throughout the Kathmandu valley. However, the impact has not been studied
adequately. So, this dissertation intends to do so through faith and works perspectives.
This kind of study can help find better approach to evangelism that works best in all
cultures and context.
Statement of the Problem
A prominent Christian scholar Balkrishna Sharma suggests that the church
planting in Kathmandu valley began with faith and social works through evangelical
missionaries in the 1950 (interview). Some people were emphasizing good works while
others were emphasizing the preaching of faith. But the faith community involved in
preaching the gospel and the faith organization doing good works began to operate
separately due to legal restrictions.
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Today, Christian churches in Kathmandu valley, because of their shallow
understanding of Christianity, lack a good sense of social responsibility. Christians were
trained to preach the only gospel as faith but did not care about good works (Jas. 2.1426). It is hard to find a bridge between faith and works in the lives of most Christians in
the Nepalese context.
This kind of phenomenon is challenging the growth, both numerical and quality,
of the faith community. However, church planters and community development leaders
now realize the need for integration to bridge the gap in the changing context and
complement one another. Christians have a social responsibility for sharing their faith
demonstrated in good works. Therefore, the gap between workers of faith and good
works can be bridged by building holistically transformed individuals who would involve
themselves to do the same. As Chart 1.1 illustrates, only 26% of those surveyed social

State of holistic growth in churches of Kathmandu
Valley, Survey 2018
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responsibility as part of the Church's witness.
Chart 1.1
Purpose of the Project
The purpose of this research project was to find workable ways to correct the
problem of separating faith and works in the Kathmandu Valley churches.
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Research Questions
Research Question #1
What do key church leaders think the Bible teaches Christians about faith and
social concern?
Research Question #2
Why were faith and works divided in the past in the Kathmandu Valley churches,
with social concern relegated to organizations like UMN?
Research Question #3
What are the possible solutions you see to bridge the gap between Christian
communities and the rest of the society of the Kathmandu Valley?
Rationale for the Project
The rationale of the project is to point out how the Christian community through
faith and works can impact the community at large and transform their lives. This project
also to compares and examines why particular leaders were more effective in their
transformational approaches than other leaders. This project investigates the significance
of faith and works to the emerging Christian leaders. Christian faith makes no difference
unless both are integrated and practiced with an aim to transform the troubled individual
into peacemaking ambassadors like Peter and Paul (Acts 13.47; 12.5; 2 Cor. 5.20).
Similarly, Christianity is a first-generation faith in Nepal, like it was to the
believers in the first century as revealed in the book of Acts (Acts 1.8). It is important to
understand how first-century Christianity witnessed in a pluralistic world through their
faith and works.
Transformation is a process projected through faith, and works and it can take
time for the Christian community to make the larger society realize the importance.
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However, such a process should be studied and understood by leaders in the faith
community clearly. Then they should train the new generation of Christian leaders to
share the benefits of the Christian Faith and Works. Nevertheless, if a person with
torchlight in his hand walks without using it, the danger lies ahead for him/her.
Therefore, one must bear in mind the purpose of Christ’s coming was to set
people free from all kinds of bondage and grant him/her a new status (Luke 4.18-19; 2
Cor. 5.17). Scripture makes clear that new things are expected from a transformed
person. each individual in the kingdom of Christ is responsible to reproduce similar
kinds.
As there are no significant resources available on the holistic transformation in the
churches of Kathmandu valley, this study will benefit both the Christian community and
the community at large.
Definitions of Key Terms
Transformation: The meaning of transformation is a complete change in
the appearance or character of something or someone, especially so that that thing
or person is improved (https://dictionary.cambridge.org).
Holistic Transformation: A holistic approach connects all parts of life together.
A holistic way of life keeps growth stable. A holistic view of life comes through healthy
choices, for body, mind, and soul. A holistic life is a lifestyle emerging from Godly
thinking and living accordingly.
Holistic transformation the context of this research should be understood as
overall growth or empowerment of a Christian believer with the biblical understanding of
God, world, life, and the manner and the purpose of a Christian living in all dimensions
of society.
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Faith and Works: Faith is a high degree confidence or trust in something or
someone. Works are the expression of faith which proves faith as genuine.
Faith: Faith is complete trust of Christians in the living God of the Bible through
believing Jesus Christ and his works on the cross.
In this project faith and works should be understood as trust in the works of Christ
on the cross and acceptance of atonement. Works includes actions such as discipleship,
generosity, and social support including community responsibilities carried out by
Christian missionaries with trust in Christ for empowering people to realize holistic
transformation.
Gospel: The teaching or the revelation of Christ. Gospel is the sharing of life,
teaching, attitude, character, and hope found in Christ.
Delimitations
It was not hard to find leaders involved in transformational activities in
Kathmandu valley. But it was hard to find leaders with firm convictions and a clear
vision of the transformed community through the integration of faith and works. There
were many others involved in similar ministries. Three 3 key leaders, (KR), (SB), and
(TRC), were chosen as representatives of Christian communities in Kathmandu valley.
They were chosen through the researcher’s personal observation of their ministry impact,
their suitability to the scope of the study, and their friendly co-operation.
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Review of Relevant Literature
Transforming Identity
Christians have been regarded as agents of change from the very apostolic age
because of the evangelistic movement created by the disciples of Jesus Christ. As Jesus
states:
You are the salt of the earth. But what if the salt should lose its taste, how can it
be made salty? It is no longer good for anything but to be thrown out and
trampled by men. You are the light of the world. A city situated on a hill cannot
be hidden. No one lights a lamp and puts it under a basket, but rather on a
lampstand, and it gives light for all who are in the house. In the same way, let
your light shine before men, so that they may see your good works and give glory
to your Father in heaven. (Matt. 5.13-16)
Christ imparted transforming teachings resulted in transforming the habits of his disciples
in which they were able to act as salt and light through good works that transformed the
apostolic world.
Steven Robbins in Transforming Habits states:
Transforming habits—the practices commonly called spiritual disciplines—
prepare the way for the Lord to work for us, in us, and through us. They provide a
path for God’s joyous love to be experienced and expressed by us. Transforming
habits provide ground for spiritual growth and place us in a position to see “faith
working through love” (Galatians 5.6) on a daily basis. Transforming habits
prepare our bodies to instinctively respond as Jesus would if He were in our
situation. (Kindle loc. 124-127).
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Unless Christ’s followers inherit and demonstrate the very character of God in their daily
living, it is impossible for them to act as a transforming individual and bridge the gap
between the faith community and the community beyond.
Transforming Strategy
It was good deeds carried out by early Christians that transformed the Roman
Empire. John Dickson in The Best Kept Secret of Christian Mission remarks, “As good
deeds are done by the Christian community, this light shines and others are drawn into
the worship of God” (Kindle loc. 1205). He continues, “A bright light will shine to all the
ends of the earth; many nations will come to you from far away, the inhabitants of the
remotest parts of the earth to your holy name, bearing gifts in their hands for the king of
heaven” (Kindle loc. 1158).
Dickson highlights the role of the Christian community in carrying out the good
works that draw people to new ways of life in the world. The workers of the gospel and
the good works must bear in mind their role and purpose in the world. As Jesus states:
You are the light of the world. A city on a hill cannot be hidden. Neither do
people light up the lamp and put it under a bowl. Instead, they put it on its stand,
and it gives light to everyone in the house. In the same way, let the light of you
shine before others, that they may see the good deeds of you and glorify the father
of you in heaven. (Matt. 5.14-16)
People are attracted by the good deeds carried out by the Christian community which is
affecting their lives towards holistic transformation.
Dickson further states that how we act, as a group and as individuals, often affects
how people think of God. Good deeds and gospel both are promoting the news of Christ
to those who do not believe. The good lives of believers can enhance the gospel's
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appearance in the minds of those who hear it. Thus, good works not only defend the word
of God, but they promote it (Kindle loc. 1437-1441).
Dickson views good works as a part of the gospel that transforms lives and
strengthens the kingdom of God both in the Christian and non-Christian world. Good
works help bridge the gap between the faith community and the community at large.
However, the agent of change must bear in mind that the transformation in any context
and culture for lasting change begins with discipleship endeavor.
David Garrison in Church Planting Movements, How God Is Redeeming a Lost
World argues that despite the damaged image of Christianity by missionary failure to
focus on the genuine power of the gospel, instead of cultural change to transform
individuals, the idea of discipleship is contributing to rapid global church planting
movement. However, it must begin with the renewal of the mind. As Casey Treat
in Renewing the Mind: The Foundation of Your Success says, “Renewing the mind is an
exciting journey of change and discovery, that enables us to see God’s will come to pass
in our lives” (26). He continues, “Renewing the mind is both taking of old thoughts and
putting on the thoughts of God” (26). Treat further writes “As we renew our minds to the
word of God, and live according to His principles, we will see His abundance spiritually,
physically, financially” (75).
Christian Transformation is a journey of change and it requires renewal of human
thoughts with the divine. The human thinking system plays a vital role both in
programming and applying them. Saphir Atyal in Journey of Holistic
Transformation recollects a powerful story of a holistically transformed individual. Atyal
writes:
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"Coming from a destitute home an orphan, Park Jun Ha hears God’s clear
call, gets outstanding help for his advanced studies, and he becomes a university
professor.” “He was blessed with the privilege to study theology and philosophy
in Switzerland for six years after which he began teaching students at Hanshin
University in Korea, and with great humility and gratitude he admits that all that
he is today is because of God’s grace" (Atyal: 2008).
Transformational practices lead people to a life of great humility and gratitude.
In Churches that Make a Difference Ronald J. Sider, Philip N. Olson, and Heidi
Rolland Unruh say, “To spread the kingdom of God is more than simply winning people
to Christ. It is also working for the healing of persons, families, and relationships”
(45). Truly, the kingdom of God is more than working for salvation. It is also concerned
about the restoration of health, families, and relationships.
Christopher J.H. Wright in The Mission of God's People states, "The existence of
the church itself as the missional community of those who have responded to, and
entered, the kingdom of God by repentance and faith in Christ, and who now seek to live
as a transformed and transforming community of reconciliation and blessing in the
world." Christ's Cross must be central to every dimension of the mission of God's people.
Mission must be holistic concern of God's people; he observes ahead (Kindle loc. 489503). Church is ordained by Christ to be salt and light to the world to transform the world
with power of cross. Therefore, keeping in mind the holistic mission of God Christian
must live responsibly.
For Robbins spiritual disciplines are determining ingredients to build
transforming habits that helps transform individuals. Dickson argues that the Christian
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community is a responsible agent to carry out the good works as part of the gospel in
transforming the world. Treat views renewing the mind as the first step towards
transforming lives. For Atyal, the gospel and the good works both provide opportunities
for individuals to live a transformed life full of humility and gratitude. Sider and Olson
view transformation is not simply winning souls for Christ but also providing healing to
all dimensions’ human living. Wright considers the task as a privilege to bless and
transform the world. Thus, all of these scholars consider both gospel and good works as a
means to communicate gospel to the world and bridge the gap between faith community
and community at large.
Research Methodology
This was an empirical study with mixed methods focusing on theological and
practical efforts on holistic transformation of lives. It inquires, collects, and analyzes
different variables from authentic resources individuals. It involves both qualitative and
quantitative approaches. Qualitative research is expressed in words instead of numbers
whereas quantitative research is vice-versa (Creswell, 2012). Nevertheless, such a
superficial definition cannot cover all dimensions of human life. The researcher adopted a
pre-intervention research strategy which requires the secondary participants to check the
authenticity of the information claimed by the key participants.
The key participants of this project were three transformational church leaders of
the Kathmandu valley. The secondary participants of this project were a women leader, a
youth leader, and a children’s leader as a representative voice from the community circle
of key participants.
The researcher-designed closed-ended questionnaires were made and distributed
among the lay leaders involved in women's, children's, and youth ministry.These leaders
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were briefed about the project with its benefits. This group was studied to know and
evaluate the transformative ministry impact of the of key participants.
Then exclusive interviews were conducted among the key participants of the
study with their prior consent on word and letters.
All the data acquired through surveys and interviews was tape-recorded, noted in
a notebook manually, stored, and processed, coded, and categorized and analyzed themewise.
Participants
The senior-most participant of this study was the founding pastor of the largest
Pentecostal congregation (K1)* in the Kathmandu Valley. The second senior-most
participant (K3)* of this study was the founder and the in-charge of a Theological
College in the Kathmandu Valley.
The third senior-most participant of this study was a director (K2)* of a
prominent publication the Kathmandu Valley. (*The participants’ personal information is
coded, and ministerial related information is limited to for reasons of security in the
research context).
The reason for choosing the first participant is because of his long-time
involvement in producing spiritually transformed church leaders in the Kathmandu
Valley. The reason for choosing the second participant is because of his long-time
involvement in training theologically and transformed church leaders. The reason for the
third participant is his business involvement that supports transformational ministries by
creating jobs and generating financial resources. Thus, their practices are related to the
holistic transformation of lives and helpful to bridge the gap between the faith
community and the community at large in the Kathmandu Valley.
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Type of Research
This research is a pre-intervention type –the case study through quantitative and
qualitative methods. The data was collected from the pre-assessment about participants'
knowledge, attitude, and behavior through mixed methods with the help of questionnaires
and face to face interviews conducted, first, survey among secondary participants, then to
the key participants.
Data Collection
In addition to relevant literature surveys, the data was collected through short
interviews over phone and text messages from participants. The quantitative data from
focus group was conducted through 12 sets of closed-ended questionnaires. Then the
qualitative data was acquired through face-to-face interviews with key participants by
note-taking and audio taping.
Data Analysis
The quantitative and qualitative data was processed using explorative analysis to
discover the correlation of faith and works. It was also analyzed by theme and category.
Both thematic and statistical analysis were derived from the acquired data. The researcher
used comparative analysis to evaluate the impact of the holistic approach used by
different leaders.
Generalizability
This is a specific study of transformational church leaders and their theology and
approaches towards transforming the Christian community. The holistic approach
involves both "faith and works" together with theological, sociological, spiritual, and
economic empowerment that uplifts human dignity up which is the quest of all within the
Christian community and the community at large. The theme of the research may differ
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according to the researcher's interest and perspective. Though the sources of information
and its level of impact may vary according to context, however, the holistic
understanding would not stand far off.
Project Overview
This is a research on holistic transformation in major Christian communities of
the Kathmandu Valley. Chapter One includes the purpose of the project, the statement of
the problem, and a glimpse of the gospel impact towards transforming the lives of the
researcher himself. It includes transformative philosophies and their approaches in
different cultures and contexts. Chapter two provides insight into the biblical and
theological foundations for holistic transformation. Chapter Three provides the
framework of this research project and its context, participants, method, instruments, and
ground of reliability. Chapter Four incorporates the impact of "faith and works" among
three key Christian leaders of Kathmandu valley who advocate for holistic transformation
through “faith and works” and produce theologically trained, spiritually mature,
physically healthy, economically well equipped, and socially outstanding disciples who
are holistically transformed. Chapter Five contains proof of the research theme, the
researcher's interpretation, and the conclusions to this project. Thus, the "faith and works"
strategy being applied in all dimensions of Christian living is not only a milestone to
spread and strengthen the kingdom of righteousness among the Christian community of
Kathmandu valley but also impacts the community at large.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter provides a thorough description of available literature on holistic
transformation through "faith and works" in Christ. This theme is helpful in transforming
individuals within the Christian community in Kathmandu valley. This chapter includes
an analysis of the relevant literature on holistic transformation, approaches, and
challenges in transforming individuals holistically within the Christian community. This
chapter also illustrates the biblical and theological foundations of community
transformation through transformed individuals of good habits and relational discipleship.
Biblical Foundations
Christ’s way of a transformed living requires the biblical way of thinking and
understanding of life and the world in the first place. As the Apostle Paul writes, “Do not
be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you
may prove what is the good and acceptable and perfect will of God” (Rom. 12.2). To a
church in Corinth he says, “But we all, with unveiled face, beholding as in a mirror the
glory of the Lord, are being transformed into the same image from glory to glory, just as
by the Spirit of the Lord” (2 Cor. 3.18).
For an agent of community transformation, it is important to bear in mind that the
biblical perspective of transformation begins with proclaiming Christ in the world to find
the lost souls and build them into Christlikeness through means of discipleship alongside
education, health care, and economic development programs.
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God's Vision of holistic transformation is clearly reflected in the following
portions of the scripture.
"To preach good news to the poor, to proclaim freedom for the prisoners
and recovery of sight to the blind, to release the oppressed, to proclaim the year of
the Lord's favor” and “to share the bread with hungry, and bring poor to own
house, cover the naked with clothes, educate children diligently” (Isa. 61.1-2;
Luke 4.18, 19; Isa. 58.7; Deut. 6.7).
The divine vision of holistic transformation includes freedom from all kinds of
chains, abundant life with dignity, and enlightenment of the soul. If it were not so it
would not be possible to see transformed people living life being light and salt full of
humility, truth, and tolerance serving one another in the love of Christ (Matt. 5.7). The
very disciples of Christ and the very first Church are the foundations of the
transformation model. These early followers are described in Acts 2:
And they continued steadfastly in the apostles' doctrine and fellowship in
the breaking of bread, and in prayers. Then fear came upon every soul, and many
wonders and signs were done through the apostles. Now all who believed were
together, and had all things in common, and sold their possessions and goods, and
divided them among all, as anyone had a need. (Acts 2.42-45)
These church efforts have been a great help towards transforming individuals from the
apostolic age. The diaconal dimension of faith is active in love, working for the
empowerment and liberation of those in need. It includes mission as advocacy for justice
in all dimensions of human living. It demands affirmation and reaffirmation of the dignity
of human life, both as individuals and as a community, as well as a widened sense of
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justice in all spheres. Therefore, missionaries must bear in mind that holistic mission of
God is not simply winning a soul through preaching of the gospel but also making him a
part of the community of God's people so that they could take part in the holistic
transformation of life. Therefore, the mission must be done by the community of
believers as Chester and Timmis both observe (86). God's great plan is not only of
redemption but also of reconciliation. This reconciliation is realized through holistic
practices of faith by the Christian community worldwide.
The church is supposed to keep growing in all dimensions of life, depth, width,
length, and height for its perfect health with means of “faith and works” (Eph. 1.15-18;
4.13; Jas. 2.14-18).
The benefits found within a transformational church would ultimately impact the
society. Church planting forces believers to re-ask questions about the gospel and church.
The goal is to re-invent churches that are both gospel-centered without religious tradition
and relevant without worldly conformity (Chester and Timmis 10).
The Apostle Paul was strategic in making churches effective towards the
expansion of a transformed community through planting churches. He asked local
churches to take an interest in mission, providing funds, co-workers, hospitality, and
prayer support for a common vision (Acts 15.39-16.5; 20.1-6; 2 Cor. 8.1-5; Eph. 6.18).
Evangelistic Approach
A call for the new beginning with God through Christ is revealed in Jesus’s
conversation with Nicodemus. As John writes:
Jesus answered and said to him, "Most assuredly, I say to you unless one
is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God." Nicodemus said to Him, "How
can a man be born again when he is old? Can he enter a second time into his
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mother's womb and be born?" Jesus answered, "Most assuredly, I say to you
unless one is born of water and the Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God.
That which is born of the flesh is flesh, and that which is born of the Spirit is
spirit.” (John 3.3-6, NKJV)
Evangelism must be understood as a process and it is most effective when
carried in a transformed way of Christian living (1 Pet. 3.15). Such a process varies
context-to-context, and culture-to-culture depending on the recipients' biblical
understanding, spiritual maturity, and the worldview of life that affects their belief system
to function either fast or slow.
Although, the method of evangelism in the process of church planting may vary from
context to context and culture; however, the need for life transformation is the same of
all. Lyle Pointer and Jim Dorsey in Evangelism in Everyday Life: Sharing and Shaping
Your Faith remark:
Evangelism involves a process of decision-making on the part of the lost people.
Christians who effectively evangelize understand the decision- making process. In
fact, the Christian who wants to influence the secularist must think as the unsaved
person thinks. This change in thinking may require an expanded understanding of
evangelism. Many of us consider evangelism to be the moment of a witness when
Christians share their faith in God and invite a sinner to receive Christ as Savior.
(9)
The person involved in evangelism must have a good understanding of the process of
thinking before the conversion takes place. The process of evangelism involves not only
sharing and witnessing for Christ but also building up relationships, developing the habit
of good listening and speaking as well.
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In the context of Nepal, evangelism begins with prayers, planning, finding,
sharing, and providing follow up visitation until the person is ready to attend church
service where the person experiences the love of Christ and enters discipleship training
with baptism. This is the point where the process of transformation begins.
Mangal Maharjan writes, "Evangelism is the work of God Himself to bring people
to Him and His Kingdom. It is the proclamation of the work of God, telling people to turn
from their sin; believe in God, and worship Him” (10). Although Maharjan has well
stated that Evangelism is the work of God Himself to bring people to Him and His
Kingdom, however, he leaves the contribution of good works untouched. Even Moses did
not sign up to follow the call of God without seeing miracle works as a sign for
transforming life (Exod. 3.21-22; 4.2-7). Likewise, the early disciples of Christ walked in
His footsteps because they had seen his good works both in words and action (Mark 3.114; John 1.40, 44).
Maharjan states that the process of Evangelism involves conviction, conversion,
and maturation, all in the power of the Holy Spirit (13-16). Robert Karthok a senior most
pastor of the largest congregation in Kathmandu valley observes through a sermon
delivered to his congregation says that God wants Christian believers to be blessed and
transformed both in spiritual and physical matters (www.nimtv.np accessed on 3rd Sept
2018).
When "faith and works" both are integrated and practiced in daily Christian
living, it will serve the purpose of transformation best with Christ-like attitude and
characters (Gal. 2.20; Phil. 2.7; Col. 3.12-14). However, the faith communities of the
Kathmandu Valley have not proven as fully faithful in this regard. Due to this error, the
gap is wide between the Christian community and the community at large.
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Theological Foundations
Transforming Thoughts
Divine thoughts must be allowed to transcend human thoughts before the biblical
idea of transformation takes its place in the human community. Isaiah writes, “For my
thoughts are not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, declares the Lord. For as
the heavens are higher than the earth, so are my ways higher than your ways and my
thoughts than your thoughts” (Isa. 55.8-9). Paul exhorts the believers in Rome, “Do
nothing from selfish ambition or conceit but in humility count others more significant
than yourselves” (Rom. 12.9-10). Similarly, he writes elsewhere, “Let each of you look
not only his own interests but also to the interests of the others, let love be genuine, abhor
what is evil, hold fast to what is good, love one another with brotherly affection” (Phil.
2.3-4).
The transformation begins with the right thinking about God, about oneself, and
about others. Right thinking leads to right action, but wrong thinking leads to the wrong
action.
Tom Elie in an online talk a renowned evangelist says that part of being a disciple
of Jesus is to develop good habits. Such habits become part of how one thinks, feel, and
behave like a follower of Christ. Thus, Elie calls to develop godly habits, which helps a
person live a transformed life in society (OnlineTalk:2019).
Regarding the beginning of transformation, Hans Schwarz in The Christian
Church says, "The attempt to transform the world is as old as the church itself." Schwarz
is partly right, but the journey of transformation began with Abraham the father of faith.
As it reads in Genesis, “The Lord said to Abram: Go out from your land, your relatives,
and your father's house to the land that I will show you. I will make you into a great
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nation, I will bless you, I will make your name great, and you will be a blessing"
(Genesis 12:1-2 HCS Bible). Although God's transformational plan was launched much
earlier, it was realized only with coming of Christ in the flesh and more through His
church with coming of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost (Acts 2).
While it would be an injustice to faith heroes if one fails to take into account the
transformational efforts of the Old Testament that took off with Abraham and landed
with Moses, the transformational mission started making its real flights only with the
arrival of the promised Messiah. Alvin Schmidt in How Christianity Changed the
World highlights:
When Jesus returned from His 40 days fasting in the solitude, he began to sow the
seed of transformation by preaching, teaching, and healing in the town called
Capernaum. He healed the blind, the lame, the lepers, and deaf. He miraculously
fed five thousand with seven loaves and two fish. He never entertained an evil
thought; he practiced no deceit, had no selfish desires, engaged in no false
pretense, harmed no one, and voiced no guile or hatred, even to those who
maligned and mistreated him (15).
Within two millennia, the torch of transformation that began afresh with the life
of Christ through proclaiming the gospel and performing the good works of compassion
from Middle East—the center of the world—has even impacted Nepal with the top of the
world, Mt. Everest. Nonetheless, it is depressing to note the dominating presence of
diseases, poverty, and injustices in the lives of the majority in the very continent.
Regardless of challenges, lives are being transformed in Christ. These
transformed lives impact all circles of society including morals, ethics, health care,
education, economics, science, law, the fine arts, and the government. These changes,
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often not recognized, are still largely operative in the West. They continue to produce
many positive effects that are also present in some non-western areas of the world.
The fear-stricken disciples who had been with Christ for a little more than 3 years
became fearless forces of transformation. If they had not encountered transformed Christ
physically, perhaps they would not have acted fearlessly. These disciples, from a very
ordinary life background, were not only transformed in their hearts and mind, but they
were also motivated to proclaim the message and perform the good works of
transformation without fear in the world they lived.
For instance, some early transformed individuals exemplified the Christian
message through their actions. They were Stephen the first Martyr, James the Brother of
Jesus, another Martyr, Saul turned Paul, Polycarp a bishop, Roman Emperors Galerius,
and Constantine the Great. Christ's followers produced revolutionary changes-socially,
politically, economically, and culturally, claims Schmidt (44).
One must bear in mind that the reign of Christ began to transform lives,
not only through the means of the gospel but also good works that met the human needs.
Elie views thinking as a part of good habits developed out of spiritual practices, apart
from the transformed Christian living. Schmidt considers miraculous healing and feeding
as part of a transformational living that had impacted the early disciples strongly. Thus,
they both view faith and works as the key for transforming individuals within the faith
community and bridge the gap beyond.
Transformational Standard
Human desire has been to experience a holistically transformed life full of
goodness and justice. God through His word is calling human society to be transformed
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by correcting their actions, providing for the needy, and maintain justice (Mic 6.8; Ps.
82.3).
Ruth and Vishal Mangalwadi in Carey, Christ, and Cultural Transformation
observe the documented facts by Max Weber about William Carey's conviction before
moving to India with gospel of transformation thus, "politically and economically strong
countries like Germany, Switzerland, Holland, and England had been transformed by the
preaching of reformers such as Martin Luther, and John Calvin” (60-61). If reformers like
Luther and Calvin had failed to practice the transformational life, Europe would have
remained dark.
Casey Treat, in Renewing the Mind, makes the following remarks:
Renewing the mind is an exciting journey of change and discovery, that enables
us to see God's will come to pass in our lives. Renewing the mind is both taking
of old thoughts and putting on the thoughts of God. Renewing the mind is more
than learning; it is changing. The Christian will begin to see the fullness of his
salvation, to live a completely different life than before, and accomplish great
things when he is transformed by the renewing of the mind. (18-19)
Transformation is a journey of putting off old and wearing the new nature and character
of Christ. However, unless a person is born again with a new nature and attitude, nothing
divine can be expected out of him or her.
Despite all good works of the church, there is no possibility to uplift fallen
humanity into new Christ-like humanity unless the person is born again and inherits the
nature and character of Christ in a transformed heart and mind with proper theological,
spiritual, intellectual, and sociological training.
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Melba Padilla Maggay in Transforming Society writes:
Social involvement to become biblically informed, a practitioner in such fields as
media, politics, or the sciences must be able to combine disciplined analysis and
political sophistication with theological literacy and transforming values through
raising the consciousness of biblical themes as they apply to society. (50)
Individuals willing to involve themselves in holistic transformation must be able to
communicate the biblical values in both words and deeds.
Sider considers obedience as the key to transform the lives. Roberts considers the
transforming task as winning the soul to Christ that includes healing of persons, family,
and relationships. Maggay considers theology, sacrificial attitude, and actions as a must
for someone to involve in the business of transformation into the broad spectrum of
society. Ruth and Mangalwadi advocate for preaching the gospel, whereas Treat
advocates for the renewing of the mind. Treat and Maggay make good points as later
cannot have its effect without the former. Maggay views biblical consciousness as a must
for Christian individuals involved in social activities. Therefore, both faith and works
play a vital role in transforming individuals, who can help others towards the same.
c. Transformational Theologies
In an Introduction to Wesleyan Theology, Amit Thomas observes that for Wesley:
Christianity is essentially a social religion and cannot be hidden or concealed. It
has to reach people and be a peacemaking tool. It has to interact with the world
and people. It is to shine and let people get rid of the darkness. Christianity cannot
exist without both inward experience and outward practice of justice, mercy, and
truth (88).
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John Wesley proclaimed a form of Christian perfection. He believed that
personal holiness would strengthen society and deepen the commitment of Christians. For
him transformation involved the experience of sanctification through faith by grace and
good works, full possession of the soul by the Holy Ghost, a purified heart, and a
strengthened life to love God and neighbors in his/her world (Sermon 43).
Wesley recognized the necessity and urgency of justice, mercy, and truth. His
understanding of holiness, sanctification, and Christian perfection played a crucial role in
the 18th century which has left a realistic impact even to the 21st century, Thomas claims
further (Thomas:2017).
Nepalese churches are in need of the Wesleyan approach to the empowerment of
the Holy Spirit leading to sanctification, maturation, education, and sanitation in all
dimensions of Christian living.
John Wesley believed that transformation cannot survive without a society and
followers of Christ. Christians need to communicate with both godly and ungodly.
Christians are both salt and light, they need to stand as witnesses of Christ outside the
four walls of Church. John Wesley valued holiness and good works as the key
components of a transformed Christian life.
In a nutshell, I found An Introduction to Wesleyan Theology a powerful piece of
literature that can educate, awaken, and transform the new generation and produce many
new Wesleyan who can help transform their world. The transformed Christians are
expected to live a transforming life by highlighting Christ with transforming habits that
keep loving their creator and their neighbors.
Michael Frost in Surprise the World observes, "Jesus and the New Testament
writers saw a powerful integration of faith and action, so much so that they found it
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impossible to separate them. In fact, to separate a person from his or her actions can be
very dangerous” (Kindle locs. 17-126). To this end Frost quotes James 2.19, “Show me
your faith without deeds, and I will show you my faith by my deeds” (NIV). Without
integration of faith and works how could holistic transformation of person be imagined
and processed? Action requires faith, and faith requires action to prove it.
As Christopher J.H. Wright in The Mission of God's People states:
The cross must be central to every dimension of the mission of God's peoplefrom personal evangelism among friends to ecological care for creation, and
everything in between. The church is nothing less than the multinational
fulfillment of the hope of Israel that all the nations will be blessed through the
people of Abraham. Therefore, the church seeks to live as a transformed and
transforming community of reconciliation and blessing in the world. (Kindle loc.
495-504)
The Christian community has a greater responsibility to help God transform the entire
creation.
Canaan S. Banana in The Gospel of Jesus Christ and Revolutionary
Transformation states, "Christianity and its whole mission on earth is nothing, but about
the total and complete transformation of mankind in all aspects of his life, and all facets
of his activities. Those who profess to be Christians should be agents for change,
Revolutionary Transformation is a thorough, ongoing process," adds Banana (10).
Charles Brock in Indigenous Church Planting highlights the importance of the
indigenous church as a living organism, empowered to be light, and salt not only to
change the world but also to preserves the transformed lives.
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David Garrison, in Church Planting Movements, How God Is Redeeming a Lost
World, brings to light the rapidly growing global church planting movement with the idea
of discipleship. Without discipleship, neither can the work of transformation attain its full
maturity nor can it produce the expected fruits.
Vinay Samuel in Mission as Transformation, quotes Jayakumar that
transformation is to enable God's vision of society to be actualized in all relationships:
social, economic, and spiritual, so that God's will may be reflected in human society and
his love be experienced by all communities, especially the poor. God desires to transform
all dimensions of fallen humanity including society.
Thus, Thomas values holiness and good works as the key components of a
transformed Christian living in Wesleyan Theology. However, Moffit highlights
Christian dedication as the key component of Christian transformation. Wright highlights
the cross as central to the transformation. Banana calls Christians to be agents of change
in all circles of life. Brock calls believers to be salt and light to transform the world.
Garrison emphasizes discipleship as the key to transforming the individuals, not their
culture. Vinay highlights the importance of spiritual, economic, and social issues that
needs to be covered in the transformation.
Christians should not be simply concerned about the spiritual salvation of the
individuals. They should pay equal attention to building their theological understanding,
spiritual maturity, physical needs, and social dignity. Therefore, transformational church
leaders must reconsider their transformative philosophies, approaches, and methods to the
holistic transformation of the individuals. Christian transformation requires the change of
personal attitude and behavior like that of Saul on the way to Damascus (Acts 9.1-6).
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Maggay Melba Padilla in Transforming Society states:
South Africa was said to be made up of decent church-going people, yet apartheid
remained entrenched for many years as a system of racial oppression. Evangelicals have
defined transformation as the change from the condition of human existence contrary to
God's purposes to one in which people are able to enjoy the fullness of life in harmony
with God (96).
The divine idea of holistic transformation demands the fullness of life in harmony with
God's set standard in all areas of human behaviors.
For Dunn, transformation is the change of self-identify like Saul into Paul. For
Melba, transforming society involves a condition to enjoy the fullness of life in harmony
with God. From the secular perspective, the transformation begins with education, health
awareness, and self-help program for sustainable economic progress. It is more confined
to the physical, intellectual, financial, and social well-being of the members of society. In
the biblical perspective, transformation begins with proclaiming Christ in the world to
find the lost souls and build them into Christlikeness through means of discipleship,
prayer, and fellowship full of human dignity and life skills (Deut. 6.4-6; Josh. 1.8; Ezra
7.25; Isa. 52.7; Matt. 7.12; Phil. 4.4-6; Heb. 10.24-25).
The biblical understanding and secular understanding of transformation are
parallel to a large extent. A good example is Saul’s conversion from his path of
persecution to his acceptance of Christ. His great commission involved a metamorphosis
of his spirit and mind that led him to a good state of maturity of theology, spirituality and
social being full of human dignity (Acts 17.24-25; 18.1-3; 22.1-3; Rom. 14.1-8).
Charitable works are done by many Christians worldwide because of the call of
God for the church in the New Testament (Matthew. 5.7, 16; John 8.10-11). But unless
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the kingdom principle of justice is brought into practice in all circles of daily lives of the
converts through discipleship and theological training, no individual can function as a
transformed person in any society (Isaiah. 58.3-10).
Transforming Leadership
Leadership is the key to model the transformational kingdom of God in the world.
If leaders fail, the mission fails. If the mission fails, the world is lost. Anthony D'Souza
in his Leadership points out that the qualities for a transforming leadership are ability to
perform duties, initiative, acceptance and win the confidence of others. Such leaders bear
good analytical skill and judgment in addition to communication and accomplishments.
A transformed leader listens, learns, and serves effectively, always appreciating others in
the office. If a leader lacks the qualities mentioned above, nothing can be expected of the
person as a leader in any organization, institution, or community.
Peter Scazzero, in The Emotionally Healthy Leader: How Transforming Your
Inner Life Will Deeply Transform Your Church, Team, and the World, makes an
insightful observation:
“Leading a church, an organization, or a ministry that transforms the
world requires more than the latest leadership strategies and techniques" (47).
Definitely, leaders without gift of strategies and techniques can hard
provide an effective leadership to the community.
“…if we hope to transform the world with the good news of Jesus, we must begin by
embarking on a personal journey, one that will lead us through a deep beneath the surface
transformation in our own lives,” author further adds (23).
Certainly unless a person is transformed by the personal relationship with
Christ and daily journey with his presence and power, such leaders can not help others
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transform their lives. The impact of transformation is greater when leaders act with
wisdom and humility with God's set purpose of life. As Richard Barnes says:
We, as leaders, must model the truth that God transforms lives day by day. Then
as we teach people God's Word, we move beyond transferring biblical
information and calling for the discussion about the application to walking with
our learners in obedient, Christ-centered living. God's work of changing a believer
into the likeness of Jesus by creating a new identity in Christ and by empowering
a lifelong relationship of love, trust, and obedience to glorify God. The goal of
Bible study and biblical instruction is a transformed life that exhibits love for God
and others. In short, we teach not just to inform, but to
transform. (“Transformational Teaching”)
Christian leaders are called not simply to inform the truth but also to practice it so that
others may do the same and fulfill the ultimate purpose of God to transform the world.
Transforming Discipleship
Transformed Christian believers make a transformed leader and community of
faith. However, it requires a transformed leader to make a transformed disciple. Dennis
McCallum and Jessica Lowery in Organic Discipleship: Mentoring Others into Spiritual
Maturity and Leadership remark:
The organic disciple-making teachings and practices... have transformed the lives
and ministries of my two children who became part of Xenos while attending
university. Both have blossomed into effective disciples, disciple-makers, and
godly leaders. (Kindle loc. 23)
They continue, “Being a mature Christian is not enough. The church also needs leaders”
(Kindle loc. 18).
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As believers continue to grow and patiently convey what they know of God, the
disciple will make surprising progress over the course of years. Mature discipleship
begins with a true friendship. As McCallum and Lowery states, “A friendship in the
biblical context is a relationship in which we practice real Christian love” (Kindle loc.
1330). A loving and relational friendship transforms believers and leaders who can keep
impacting both inside and outside communities. McCallum and Lowery continue, “God
wants to change the way our disciples think, not just what they do. Our actions flow out
of our thinking, so our mental transformation is foundational to a changed life," authors
remind” (Kindle loc. 1952). However, they warn that “Without real character
transformation, we never reach our central goal of providing the body of Christ with
leaders and role models who can facilitate multiplication” (Kindle loc. 2426).
In the mission of transformation, unless one bears in mind the process and the
practices involved and act accordingly, the mission cannot be completed successfully.
Nevertheless, a transformational heart begins to build friendships before witnessing and
making disciples for Christ. Such individuals can coach others with spiritual
nourishment and practices that determine the spiritual and numerical growth of the
Christian communities.
Scazzero urges leaders to change within before demonstrating the change outside.
D'Souza views leadership as a special ability to act with a smart open personality.
Pearson views leaders as someone who looks within before looking out, whereas Barnes
views leadership as a transformed agent of God, helping others transform.
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Transformational Approaches
There have been great efforts towards transforming community in the Indian
continent especially with arrival great missionary William Carey in the 18th century.
Victor Raj, in Mission as Transformation: A Theology of the Whole Gospel states
that the process of transformation begins as gospel witness seeds fall along the path
prepared by acts of love, care, and compassion in the mission fields through means of
education (A Theology of the Whole Gospel 78-81). Therefore, holistic transformation is
impossible unless someone sows the seed of the gospel along with good works.
Christians are known as the agents of change through loving sacrifices to
rescue and transfer others from darkness to light.
Jit B. Gurung says, “Caste system is the Hindu ideologies is an obstacle to Nepal's
development plans, policies, and practices.” He continues, “Nepal lacks philosophies and
system of thought and discourse that can truly deconstruct these ideologies and
demonstrate that these are indeed 'false'” (64). In the absence of truth, religious
superstition still has widespread effects on the changes in the lives of Nepalese.
The church planting efforts that picked up speed with the dawn of the millennium
have been creating lasting impact towards community transformation in Kathmandu
valley especially after the 1990s, Bishop Narayan Sharma observes in an interview
(2016).
John R. W. Stott in God’s New Society: The Message of Ephesians says, “Once
people group is given the gospel of grace, help and hope with programs like education,
and life awareness; such people are expected to begin to recognize their potential and
identity towards fulfilling the divine purpose ultimately” (172-73). People with grace,
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help, and hope are expected to come out with life-transforming programs to fulfill the
divine calling.
God’s purpose of developing the transformed humanity is to display charity,
unity, diversity, and growing maturity in the service of people full of humility, meekness,
longsuffering, forbearance with the compassion of Christ. However, if believers fail to
keep these biblical patterns of life, then they fail to be a transformed human community.
Christian missions have been playing a crucial role in the human development
efforts of the Nepal government. However, the attitude is not so pleasing. This
phenomenon has been caused either by religious biases, human prejudice, or ignorance
about the matter of fact that Christianity is contributing to the society, adds a prominent
Christian scholar B.K. Sharma strongly (interview).
Transformational Process
Tim Sensing in Qualitative Research says that a formative activity is a reflective
and cognitive engagement for transforming religious identity of person. If theology is
separated from the community, identity will not form. For each society reflects its ritual
practices and forms that have religious and moral dimensions. Kindle loc. 233). The
researcher strongly agrees with Sensing’s understanding that formative activity and
cognitive involvement play a vital role in transforming the theological identity of
individuals in all societies. Because it is person’s beliefs that determine the rituals and
moral values and practices of society. A person’s ideological learning forms his/her
convictions which determine actions that reflect the intentions. Therefore, right
theological cognitive training is a must for the right mind and the right actions.
For Sensing, "Minister is expected to be a gifted communicator, administrator,
master of ceremonies, public relations expert, counselor, and all-round expert on every
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field. Ministers are called to influence the common public reality of the church because
their private attitudes, and actions will have civic, social, and political consequences"
(Kindle loc.389-92).
If the public is not affected by attitudes and actions as anticipated from
transformed ministers, they add no significance. Transformed individuals are expected to
be competent and relevant in all contexts and cultures. In the absence of transformative
attitudes and actions, it is impossible to bridge the gap between the faith community and
the community at large in the world.
For Sensing the sole responsibility of the minister is to help the community
members see the life as it is and its purpose. This kind of understanding aids a person to
view life and its aim from the divine perspective. This is the desired holistic
transformation that all members of society need to experience.
The aim of ministry is facilitate further learning for the future generation of
leaders with a proper understanding of the context they are in and empower others, help
bridge the gap hampering holistic transformation and influence the world. This process of
Christian transformation requires the right mind for the right action that transforms
individuals of any human community.
Vinay Samuel in Mission as Transformation states, “When you accept and
experience Christ there has to be a transformation of your relationships. Without that
commitment to community building, there is no transformation in the long haul” (231).
He further adds, “You are in a journey yourself of self-transformation, of community
transformation, and you are inviting the people to join a journey, and witness to them of
your Lord and your experience” (233). Personal experience with God leads a person to a
transformation in human relationships and a commitment to community building.
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Hans Schwarz in The Christian Church states:
The process of transformation begins within the Christian community and it has to
spread to the whole society. The process involves conversion not only of
individuals but also of the whole system created by sinful humanity…. The
process of transformation must go in two directions. There is a need for a
continuous transformation of that part of society which is the church. The truth
that God is active in the world must come to ever-clearer expression. (318)
The church is responsible to keep sharing the truth of the transformed life to the rest
members of society.
Saphir Atyal in Journey of Holistic Transformation writes, “Coming from a
destitute home and an orphan Park Jung hears God’s clear call, gets outstanding help for
his advanced studies, and he becomes a university professor and pastor” (110).
When the person accepts God's call for a holistically transformed life in Christ,
such person becomes helpful agent of holistic transformation for the rest of the society.
"Nawir a very talented young man from a family which was not Christian, came
to know the gospel and believe in Christ. Other young people followed suit. This young
brought peace and harmony to their village. This transformation which began with one
man, Nawir, is spreading to many others" (140).
The changes in the life and behavior of an individual member of a society
can create a lasting ripple of holistic transformation around.
Sensing considers right theological schooling as a must to help a person attain a
transforming identity. Whereas Samuel considers transformation as a long journey, and it
has to be reflected in the relationships through the commitment to building community.
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Schwarz views the church as the clear expression of God’s vision of transformation that
keeps spreading. However, Atayal highlights the importance of the gospel and good
works in transforming individuals of any context.
Thus, holistic transformation begins with faith in the works of Christ and
consciousness of real human identity in mind which creates actions of compassion for
people in need which ultimately helps bridge the gap between Christian community and
the community at large.
Transforming Practices
Transforming practices in mission determine the success or failure of the project.
Jonathan F. C. in A Leader Today: Biblical Understanding and Theological
Perception says:
Biblical transformation refers to the restoration of all that was broken when man
rebelled against God. Biblical transformation – an activity of the kingdom of God
occurs, as God's intentions are carried out by individuals, families, communities,
societies, cultures, and nations.…individuals who are redeemed should impact the
world around them with their changing (162-63).
So, without understanding the importance of such good works and applying them in
place, holistic transformation remains incompletes.
The Apostle Paul was strategic in making churches effective with transformation
practices in his mission by providing funds, co-workers, hospitality, and prayer support
for the common vision (Acts 20.33-35; 2 Cor. 8.1-3).
Matthew reports Jesus’s preaching, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand" (Matt. 4.17).
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Therefore, Apostle Paul calls the Roman church to keep declaring Good News:
How then shall they call on Him in whom they have not believed? And how shall
they believe in Him of whom they have not heard? And how shall they hear
without a preacher? And how shall they preach unless they are sent? As it is
written: How beautiful are the feet of those who preach the gospel of peace, and
who bring glad tidings of good things. (Rom. 9.14-15)
Lesslie Newbigin in The Open Secret: An Introduction to the Theology of
Mission remarks, "the presence of the Holy Spirit as the only means to transform the
world and the church. A person’s breath is the secret of life, and the Spirit the Lord is the
very life of the Lord himself put forth to give life and power and wisdom and speech,
knowledge and understanding to humans” (779).
Definitely, unless a person finds God's life within himself neither that
person can demonstrate knowledge nor can he operate in wisdom, understanding God and
human adequately. Therefore, unless person is born again with same Spirit of God,
person not be expected to demonstrate the divine attributes.
Holistic efforts of the church cannot become fruitful unless it is empowered by
the Spirit of God himself. As George G. Hunter in The Celtic Way of Evangelism also
observes, “The Celtic Christian movement multiplied mission sending monastic
communities, which developed and deployed teams into settlements to multiply church
and to start people in the life of full devotion to the triune God” (Kindle loc. 23). Hunter
continues, writing about the hospitality of these monastic communities, “The monastic
communities invited seekers, refugees, and others and individuals and even families to be
their guests” (Kindle loc. 24). The actions of hospitality were embodied by all, including
the leaders. As Hunter writes:
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The Abbot would wash your feet (from your journey by foot) and would show
you to the guest house which would be managed by a caring brother who would
give you bedding. You would be included at the abbot’s table at meals; if the
abbot was in a period of fasting; he would break the fast—for the abbot has no
higher priority than ministry with guests. (Kindle locs. 41-42)
The practice of hospitality to the strangers and refugees can be one of the best ways to
reach people with gospel.
Matthew, John, and Paul all highlight the importance of evangelism which serves
as the seed of individual transformation in the encounter with Christ.
Mangal Man Maharjan in Equipping Laity for Church Growth says, "Evangelism
is the proclamation of the work of God, telling people to turn from their sin; believe in
God and worship Him” (10).
Maharjan continues, "We cannot separate church growth from evangelism,
because growth depends on evangelism…. The process of evangelism involves
conviction, conversion, and maturation, all in the power of the Holy Spirit” (13, 16).
It is impossible to expect the growth of the church without evangelism,
conversion, and transformation of the soul. However, Newbigin views the presence of
the Holy Spirit as the only means to transform the world and the church. Hunter views
hospitality as the practical approach to impact the lives of the stranger in the
missions. Maharjan points out the importance of evangelism with human involvement in
the power of the Holy Spirit but leaves the gap between ways and methods.
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Transformational Culture
The culture of love and care are the best practices that people of all contexts and
cultures can understand and share without reservation.
Bob Moffitt and Karla Tesch in If Jesus Were Mayor say: “Throughout history,
the church has usually understood social and cultural transformation as an essential part
of its task.” Therefore, Moffit and Tesch draw the attention of the church thus:
God Himself cries out: Break your bread with needy. There is no need to visit
with words, but with benefits... Do not try to satisfy him with words. He needs
food and drink. In fact, this has been called the greatest social transformation
within the western culture in the last two millennia. (36–37)
Christians are called to share the benefits of a holistically transformed life
with people in need outside the faith community as well. As Tesch and Moffit further
says that biblical transformation refers to the restoration of all that was broken when man
rebelled against God. Biblical Transformation—an activity of the Kingdom of God—
occurs as God's intentions are carried out by individuals, families, communities, societies,
cultures, and nations (162-63).
Thus, Christians are called to practices the biblical culture of sharing with people
in need and transform the world. Moffit and Tesch consider sharing benefits as a
Christian duty. Treat considers renewing of the mind as essential for a transformed way
of Christian living.
Transforming Economy
Many biblical characters like Abraham were richly blessed and equipped with all
kinds of physical needs (Gen. 24.35-36). In the apostolic age “…a certain man in
Caesarea called Cornelius, a centurion of what was called the Italian Regiment, a devout
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man and one who feared God with all his household, who gave alms generously to
people, and prayed to God always” (Acts 10.1-2). Cornelius was blessed not only in
spiritual matters, but he was blessed with physical matters. Otherwise, he would not be in
the position of showing generosity to people in need.
Transformational Living
Transformational Christian living is the need to transform the lives of our
neighborhoods in the modern world. Michael Frost in Surprise the World writes:
Evangelistic mission works effectively when we are living generous, hospitable,
Spirit-led, Christ-like lives as missionaries to our own neighborhoods- and when
the gifted evangelists in our midst join us in sharing with our neighbors, that's not
just good evangelism strategy. That's the biblical model. (Kindle loc.1)
When Christians live a Spirit-led life full of generosity and hospitality in their
neighborhoods, this kind of practice can challenge rest of the society to accept the need
for transformation.
This twofold approach transformed the Roman Empire. Christian believers
surprised the empire with their unlikely lifestyle. As Frost further observes, "These
ordinary believers devoted themselves to sacrificial acts of kindness. They loved their
enemies and forgave their persecutors. They cared for the poor and fed the hungry" (7).
Frost refers to French Philosopher Pierre Bourdieu as saying, "Society at large develop a
complex series of norms, tendencies that guide the behavior and thinking of its members.
In other words, the practices and actions that a society endorses, in turn, shape the way
members of that society think," Frost adds (18).
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One the one hand, good works have the effect of strengthening the Christian
community itself, and on the other hand, it involves community members more deeply
into the lives of outsiders, Frost implies (34).
Transforming Challenges
Holistic mission for church in the world is full of challenges as well as
opportunities. John Dickson in The Best Kept Secret of Christian Mission highlights the
challenges thus, “Hinduism believes in an eternal soul, but Buddhism rejects both the
existence of the soul and returning to Brahman” (Kindle loc. 464). He also writes that
“True tolerance is the ability to treat with grace those with whom you disagree” (Kindle
loc. 474). In other words, he states “It involves treating with love, humility, and
gentleness” (Kindle locs. 533-38).
A Christian soul requires a unique attitude and behavior to impact the opposing
world. Bob Moffitt and Karla Tesch in If Jesus Were Mayor: Transformation and the
Local Church point out that the transformation in the biblical sense will not, cannot be
accomplished until the church is both proclaiming and demonstrating the Lordship of
Christ in all areas of personal and community life.
The Lordship of Christ in all areas of life is the ingredient of a transformed
Christian church. Craig Ott and Gene Wilson in Global Church Planting: Biblical
Principles and Best Practices for Multiplication make the following observation:
Leaders face complex challenges and make decisions that have an impact on
many lives and whole movements. Thus they need the ability to discern issues and
solve problems with biblical insight and cultural discernment. Learning about
theology, biblical interpretation, church history, counseling, world missions, and
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other subjects will broaden the leaders’ horizons and give new
perspectives (Kindle locs. 6759-64).
Biblical and cultural understanding is the key to resolve problems in the transformational
mission.
So views the journey of compassion as not without obstacles. Dickson views
humility and gentleness as the key to treat the obstacles. Moffit views transformation as
impossible unless the church involves herself to proclaim and demonstrates the lordship
of Christ in both personal and communal dimensions of life. Ott and Wilson consider that
attaining holistic training in biblical studies is a key to broaden the minds of leaders to
discern the problems and discover the solutions.
Gaps Analysis in Literature
The Gap of Priority
The available literature widely discussed Christian transformation. However, they
did not talk about the Christian communities of the Kathmandu Valley and their
contribution of faith and works specifically. This is the existing gap that needs to be
discussed.
The System of Thinking
Most of the authors in the reviewed literature did not to cover the role of human
thinking determined by his worldviews formed out of his religious belief and culture,
education, and influences. This is an important study to understand the role of theological
and sociological, spiritual and economical schooling in transforming the person.
Theology
Think theological orientation plays a vital role forming the worldviews of life in
transforming fallen humanity. So, efforts have been taken to look into its role,
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contribution, and impact in transforming the Christian communities particularly within
the Kathmandu Valley.
Sociology
Bible regards humans as social beings. They love to stay together with dignity and
harmony. It is important to cover the sociological factors in holistic transformation of
Christian communities in the Kathmandu Valley (Gen. 11.4).
Spirituality
Most of the authors of the reviewed literature fail to highlight the issue of
Christian maturity. The spirituality of the person begins with conversion and regeneration
in the baptism. However, if he/she is not given proper care through discipleship, the soul
cannot attain the maturity into the knowledge, nature, and character of Christ. Therefore,
it was significant to study, understand, and evaluate the role of spirituality in
transforming humanity.
Economy
Humans are not made for economy, but economy is made for humans to sustain
them. In the modern materialistic world, everyone seeks means to support himself/herself
economically. In this regard, the Christian community in the Kathmandu Valley will
sustain better and grow faster if they focus on economic empowerment of themselves
while bearing in mind biblical values and principles of justice, righteousness, and
compassion.
Summary of Literature Review
Followers of Christ are both appointed and regarded as the agent of change
through means of faith and works within and without to the glory of almighty God (Matt.
5.16; Acts 17.6; 2 Cor. 5.17).
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The change of human attitude and behavior is determined by his/her thought
system. The thought system is determined either by ignorance or knowledge about God,
himself/herself, and the world (John 4.22).
In the midst of a sophisticated pluralism, to achieve the goal of the transformed
lives the transformed people require higher learning, understanding, tolerance, and
gentleness with the compassion of Christ. As Frost claims, "Evangelistic mission works
effectively when we are living generous, hospitable, Spirit-led, Christ-like lives as
missionaries to our own neighborhoods" (1).
Holistic transformation requires empowerment in both the spiritual and physical
dimensions of living with mature discipleship (John 3.5-6; Acts 4.33-35). As someone
has rightly observed that leaders need the ability to discern issues and solve problems
with biblical insight and cultural discernment. Learning about theology, biblical
interpretation, church history, counseling, world missions, and other subjects will
broaden the leaders. Nonetheless, it is not without the living and the loving sacrifices
with devotion and dedication of Christian living.
When transformational leaders stand together to transform individuals with
Christ-like attitude and behavior by all means and methods, it will not take a long time to
transform the world. One can accomplish great things as a transformed person through
the renewal of the mind (Rom. 12.2; Eph. 2.8). After all, Christianity is all about the
change in attitude and behavior of a person into Christlikeness and service to the
community.
Alvin J. Schmidt in How Christianity Changed the World strongly points
out that transforming the community is the mission of God on earth in the first place.
When he begins to touch individuals within a particular community, the whole society
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begins to experience the change ultimately. As a result, such an implication is visible in
all aspects of lives including generosity (Schmidt 213).
It is not hard to transforming individuals within community God is allowed to
transformed the person inside out. However, in order to create ripple effects in the lives
of community members and and the members at large, good works, and the gospel must
be integrated and practiced in daily Christian living with the strong relational approach.
Research Design
This research is an intervention type, and a mixed-methods approach is applied.
The data was collected with a pre- and post-intervention survey including exclusive
interviews with key participants. The pretest assessed participants’ faith background,
current knowledge, attitude and behavior, and actions in their involvements.
Having carried out a pilot survey of among 11 pastors to determine the scope of
the study and selected 3 key leaders, quick phone interviews were carried to acquire the
quantitative data from key participants. Then a general survey was conducted through
questionnaires among the youth leader, women's leader, Children's leader of each key
participant impacted by the transformational ministry before conducting face to face
interviews with them.
The quantitative and the qualitative methodology help researcher find available
information in the publication and discover new information in the field on the
researched theme.
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Review of the Chapter
God’s transformational works include the proclamation of evangelism,
discipleship, the performance of the good works, the enlightenment of the mind,
restoration of relationships. God calls all Christian believers to be transformed in the
mind and discover the perfect will of God and be in the glory of the Lord. Christians are
considered as agents of change within their own community and the community at large.
An integration of "faith and works" with sound doctrine helps the Christian
community witness effectively and create a greater impact to transform lives in the
modern world. Christian living with holiness and dedication develops a strong loving
relation with God and service to the people in need creates a lasting impact in the world.
The literature reviewed and consulted above stand together in principle for the
integration of gospel and good works. Faith communities are made up of such
individuals, who can bridge the gap between faith community and community at large by
applying various means and methods of discipleship to make them obedient to the
ultimate purpose of God for humanity.
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CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This is a technical chapter which includes the rational for the project, the research
questions and methods of inquiry, nature and the purpose of the project, ministry context,
and the kinds of participants with their descriptions and criteria for selection. This section
includes ethical considerations, instrumentation employed for collecting the relevant
information, the reliability, validity of project design, data collection, and the data
analysis.
Research Questions
Research Question #1. What do key church leaders think the Bible teaches
Christians about faith and social concern?
IQ 1. What is your theology in transforming your community holistically?
IQ 2. How do you see the importance of faith and works as a Christian leader in
Kathmandu valley?
c. IQ 3. What inspires you to involve your-self in the task of transforming lives in
community?
IQ 1,2, 3 checked the participants' understanding, motivation, and technique.
Research Question #2. Why were faith and works divided in the past in
Kathmandu Valley churches, with social concern relegated to organizations like UMN?
IQ 4. "What are the reasons you see for disintegration of evangelism and good
works in Kathmandu Valley churches historically?"
a. IQ 5. What are your plans to bridge the gap between Christian community rest
of the society?
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IQ 4 and 5 investigated participants’ insight, attitude, historical knowledge, judgments
and strategy.
Research Question #3. What are the possible solutions you see to bridge the gap
between Christian community and the rest of the society of the Kathmandu Valley?
IQ 6. How do you see the role of theological and sociological empowerment to build
up Christian leaders into maturity?
IQ 7. How do you see the role of faith and good works towards transforming lives
within Christian community and community at large?
IQ. 6 & 7 inquired the understanding of evangelistic and sociological responsibility
including theological strategy of the community leaders.
All the data collected through pre-intervention and intervention provided the
foundation for the analysis of participants’ knowledge, attitude, behavior, and action in
the field.
There were seven researcher-designed interview questions to inquire about the
holistic transformation of key participants. The researcher designed 12 survey questions
(SQ) to discover and evaluate the impact of transformational ministry of the key
participants from the secondary participants. These questions are located in Appendix E
Ministry Context
The context of this research is three urban mainline churches located in the
Kathmandu Valley in the central region of Nepal at an altitude of 1340 meters. One of the
key leaders KR is the senior-most living pastor in Nepal who belongs to a major
Pentecostal congregation planted in 1957 (K1). This is the largest congregation in
Kathmandu valley with 2,500 people in regular attendance. Another key Christian leader
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SBK is a renowned Christian scholar and academic involved in theological and
sociological training. SBK belongs to another Pentecostal congregation planted in 1975
(K3). The third key Christian leader RCT is a renowned business entrepreneur. RCT is
from the Kathmandu Valley and belongs to an evangelical church planted in 1978. All of
these three leaders are involved in transformational ministries in three different fields
strongly connected to their respective congregation. The selected leaders serve in
multiple places of the same group of faith in Kathmandu valley. However, the make-up
of their congregations differs: K1 is made up of 1200 women, 800 men, and 500 children;
K2 is made up of 600 women, 300 men, and 600 children; and K3 is made up of 300
women, 200 men, 200 children respectively.
Chart 3.1

Population Size -K1
29%

43%

28%

Women
Men
Children

Chart 3.2

Population Size -K2
40% 40%
20%

Women
Men
Children
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Chart 3.3

Population Size -K3
29%

43%

28%

Women
Men
Children

Participants
Criteria for Selection
The main participants of this research project were committed leaders of three
different church groups, and they strongly represent Christian communities of the
Kathmandu Valley. They are strategically located in the Kathmandu Valley. They are
respectively from NIM (K1) of the Agape group in the east of Kathmandu, Koinonia
(K2) of Evangelical group in the south of Kathmandu, AG Church (K3) in the west of the
Kathmandu Valley.
The criteria for selection of 3 key participants was based on the researcher’s
personal knowledge of them and their involvement in transformational ministries for 50
years, 30 years, and 25 years respectively. The first participant (KR) was chosen because
of his long-time involvement in producing holistically transformed church leaders in
Kathmandu valley. The second participant (SBK) was chosen because of his long-time
involvement in training theologically and sociologically transformed church leaders. The
third participant (RCT) was chosen because of his successful business involvement that
supports transformational ministries.
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The secondary participants (K1W, K1Y, K1C, K2W, K2Y, K2C, K3W, K3Y,
K3C) were chosen from key participants' leadership circles to represent the voice of
holistic transformational impact within community circle of respective key leaders.
Description of Participants
This project had 3 key participants (KR, SBK, and RCT) and 9 secondary
participants (K1W, K1Y, K1C, K2W, K2Y, K2C, K3W, K3Y, K3C). ‘K’ stands for
Kathmandu. ‘W’ stands for women. ‘Y’ stands for youth. ‘C’ stands for children’s
fellowship leader.
This research had 3 children’s fellowship co-in-charge (Female) and 3 youth in
charge (Male), 3 women in-charge participants.
One of the key participants was in his 90s. All other participants were above 20.
My first key participant was a senior pastor of Mongol ethnicity. The second key
participant was a senior elder of Aryan ethnicity, involved in theological and sociological
training. The third key participant was a senior church elder, of Newar tribe the
indigenous people group of the Kathmandu Valley, and involved in business
entrepreneurship.
Ethical Considerations
Prior to collecting data, the researcher met all of the participants and briefed them
about the project first over the phone and then in person. The researcher assured them of
confidentiality before attaining their consent in word and letters.
All the information accumulated was stored in a password protected computer for
safety and confidentiality. Personal and community identities were coded for security
reasons surrounding the research context.
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Instrumentation
Keeping in mind “the multi-methods approach advocated by Tim Sensing allows
various perspectives to engage in a critical dialogue that leads to several sets of rich data,
resulting in the possibility for deeper understandings (Kindle loc. 1590). This research
applied both quantitative and qualitative approaches. It began with a review of relevant
literature. Then a brief survey was conducted among different leaders of Christian
congregations in the Kathmandu Valley. After deriving themes for the research, 3 key
Christian communities of the Kathmandu Valley were selected for further inquiry
through text and phone interview as a pre-intervention. Then closed-ended questionnaires
were designed, and a survey was carried among respective focus group of the 3 key
participants. Finally, an exclusive interview was done with the 3 key participants with
their prior consent.
The aim of the research instruments were to obtain the representative voice of the
project theme and enable it to fulfill the objective.
The first instrument used in this study was a survey of available relevant
literature. The second instrument used in this research study was a survey among church
pastors and leaders from the researcher’s friendship circle. The third instrument
employed were questionnaires. The last instrument applied was face to face interviews
with selected key leaders.
There were 11 pastors in the pilot survey with closed-ended questionnaires which
helped determine the project theme as well as to select the key participants. There were
12 researcher-designed closed-ended questions for focus groups. The researcher created 7
interview questions for the key participants based on the 3 researcher-designed
questions.
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The first instrument provided the foundation for the project. The second
instrument provided support to the project. The third instrument in the form of the
questionnaire provided data on the impact of Holistic Transformation including his/her
knowledge, attitude, and behavior. The last instrument provided shape to the project title.
Appendix- E
Then, all the recorded, collected, filed, and taped data were reviewed and
compared and analyzed thematically and categorically. The researcher conducted face to
face semi-structured interviews on research project with key participants helped him
discover the significance of the study.
Table 3.1 Empirical Data Source
Method

Purpose

Number of Participants

Pilot Survey

Confirm research topic and
possible participants
Verify the claim of the key
participants
To collect the key
information

11 pastors

Focus Groups (survey)
Interviews

9 lay leaders
1 pastor, 1 professor,
1 business person

Procedure for Collecting and Analyzing Evidence from Participants
The researcher-designed closed-end questionnaires were distributed among the
secondary participants. The answered questionnaires were collected within 3 days. These
K1W/Y/C, K2W/Y/C K3W/Y/C codes were assigned to the secondary participants on the
basis of identifying K1/K2/K3 as code according to the size of key participants’ church
and alphabetical ID W/Y/C was used to identify the participants within each group.
The key participants were informed about the project. Then the researcher visited
them and briefed them about the project. The researcher explained the purpose before
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attaining their commitment and cooperation. Then, they were interviewed with
researcher-designed open-ended questionnaires on an agreed date and time by traditional
notetaking, and taping. The researcher then coded them as K1.K2. K3.
Having collected the data from both focus group and key participants, the
researcher transcribed them and classified them as K1, K2 and K3 according to each
research questions. The researcher then analyzed, compared, and contrasted the data.
Then the focus group data was transcribed. The researcher classified them in a table and
analyzed them thematically.
The secondary participants were the intimate witness of the key participants to
verify their claim. The sets of open-end questionnaires and interviews were researcherdesigned. So questionnaires and interviews were able to inquire the authentic
information.
The acquired data was analyzed by theme. Then the interview data recorded from
key participants was transcribed categorically. Thus, both quantitative and qualitative
data were transcribed and analyzed from the theological, sociological, economic, and
spiritual perspectives. The researcher evaluated this data using descriptive and statistical
analysis. Finally, both data sets were evaluated comparatively and integrated thematically
before reaching the conclusion as to their impact in the field through content analysis.
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Reliability & Validity of Project Design
Bearing in mind, “the practical mandate to gather the most relevant data to
address the project’s purpose outweighs concerns about methodological purity based on
epistemological and philosophical arguments” of Sensing (Kindle loc.1566).
A secondary data analysis approach is of greater value for collecting reliable
information under qualitative research, as it offers high-quality data.
The data was extracted through a rigorous sampling procedure, and it covers a
wide range of the samples. The sample is considered as the representative voice of an
entire group of people and the interest of the researcher (Pant: 2009). For it provides a
glimpse of the reality in the field. In this analysis, data provides a deeper understanding
of the subject matters left out in a semi-structured interview. Thus, the consistency of the
research design and research procedure of instruments provide the reliability of the
measurement.This research is based on relevant knowledge of the theme and experiences
of the involved people groups. As Tim Sensing also observes that empirical research is
rooted in the social world of experiences and it seeks to reflect a sense of life experience
(Kindle loc. 1628).
The followings measures were employed to ensure the reliability and validity of
the project: 1. The secondary data acquired from the impact group through the survey
served as reliable information to validate the qualitative data acquired through interviews
from the key participants. 2. The researcher carried out field surveys to determine the
relevancy of this research project and theme. 3. All of the research participants were
involved in the field of the research theme. 4. The instruments employed were
appropriate to measure the contents of the research questions.
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5. The survey questionnaires specifically were designed to inquire about the
purpose statement and research questions. 6. The semi-structured interview
questionnaires designed to acquire quantitative data were simple and clear to understand
to the participants.7. The researcher applied a question and answer format of inquiry to
facilitate respondents to indicate the truthful information. 8. The research-designed
multiple interview questionnaires that helped inquire about the overall dimensions of the
research theme. 9. The researcher accepted all the helpful comments and suggestions
from his coach and mentors without reservation. The expert review was of great value to
make necessary corrections and changes accordingly. 10. In order to acquire reliable and
authentic information, all the interviews were carried without pressure on the
interviewees with prior notice weeks ahead. 11. The background, the size, and the
involvements of the participants are remarkable factors providing good strength for the
reliability as well as the generalizability of the study. 12. On the basis of participants'
answers, the researcher analyzed their impact, excluding others and taking them as
samples.
Review of the Chapter
This chapter served as a roadmap to investigating both the purpose and problem
of the project. Without proper guidance, this kind of research cannot prove its
significance. Academic research is made up of rational, tools, context, purpose,
participants, and the discipline of inquiry. Its process for acquiring data assures the
project's reliability.
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CHAPTER 4
EVIDENCE FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter reveals and demonstrates the elements involved in holistically
transforming lives in major Christian communities in the Kathmandu Valley of Nepal. It
explores the disparity of faith and works impact. How does a relationship with God and
people play a vital role in experiencing a transformed life in the first place? How do
spiritual, theological, sociological, and economic empowerment contribute toward
realizing holistic transformation? The integration of faith and works is being better
realized for maintaining Christian identity in the rest of society. It shows how integration
of faith and works can subside persecution, often caused by cultural ignorance on both
sides. The lack of ownership is keeping church attendees away from being effective in
tracing the lost and strengthening the found souls within Christian communities in the
Kathmandu Valley. Despite existing challenges, leaders with Christ-like humility,
grateful attitude, and sacrificial living can become encouraging factors model as well as
motivator among leaders of a new generation.
Participants
In the first round of the quick survey there were 11 participants, three females and
eight males. Six men were involved in pastoral ministry. Out of the 11 participants, five
of them were in their early 60s, and one in their early 50s. The other two of them
associated with non-profit organizations were in the early 40s. Two women in their early
50s were involved in holistic ministry: one empowering church planters and other
empowering single women with the gospel and good works. The one woman in her early
40s was involved in community ministry through care and counseling among women and
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children. One of the senior participants was involved in evangelism through radio
broadcasting and publishing Christian literature in addition to his pastoral ministry.
In the focus group, among 9 participants, five were female. Of these females,
three were involved in women's ministry and two involved in children's ministry. Of the
four male participants, two were in their early 30s and two of them in their late 30s. Out
of 9 participants each one of them was involved in women, children, or youth ministry in
their congregation, helping the key participants of this research project.
Interviews were conducted with the 3 key respondents. K1 is the oldest living
senior pastor of a major Pentecostal congregation. K2 is a prominent Christian business
entrepreneur associated with an evangelical Christian group of indigenous people of the
Kathmandu Valley. K3 is a prominent Christian scholar in Nepal associated with the
Assembly of God denomination.
The presented research findings demonstrate the understandings of key
respondents about faith and social concern, thoughts, and conviction in the respective
fields. It includes the impact of their thoughts and ministry within respective Christian
communities.
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Research Question #1.
What do key church leaders think the Bible teaches Christians about faith
and social concern?
IQ# 1. What is your theology in transforming your community holistically?
Fellowship Approach
Fellowship is the key contributor to help realize person the importance of
relationship. Without spiritual transformation of the converts with appropriate means and
and method, holistic transformation can not be realized.
As K1 a veteran pastor says:
Right relationship with God is the key to transforming a person holistically. When
I got born again and baptized by the Holy Spirit, I realized the ownership of God
over my life, and I felt spiritually transformed. But I had to surrender myself to
God completely before I experienced a transformed life in Christ. So if you want
to experience a transformed life, you must let Christ live in and through you. The
transformed Christian life is full of the fruits of the Spirit that makes them capable
both to influence and impact others. I value such practices because they serve
people. Thus, control of Christ is the state of experiencing transformed life in all
dimensions, like mental, spiritual, physical, economic, and social.
K1 continues, “God is all in all, and He has a plan for each individual; plans for welfare
not for evil, however, you must come to faith and His ways to inherit God's plan. If a
watch failed to indicate the right time, it has no use at all.”
K2 a prominent Christians business entrepreneur says, “a prayerful practice of
humility, and Christ like love and respect, faithfulness, integrity, and hard work are
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essential. However, without forging great sense of unity within Christian communities, it
is too hard.”
K3 a prominent Christian scholar says, “The holistic transformation requires
restoration of relationship both with God and humanity in the first place. Unless the
broken relationship with the creator is restored, all others transformational efforts would
remain incomplete.”
In the same regard, K3 with strong conviction says:
"Holistic transformation requires restoration of relationship both with God and humanity
in the first place. We need to develop the value system of life, like peace and
reconciliation, forgiveness, acceptance, and hard-working, and integrity. It includes
helping poor regardless of their affiliation and showing respect to human dignity. If these
things are not implanted from childhood with the teaching of proper values, then you
cannot expect a holistically thriving society automatically. So you need to develop that
kind of atmosphere and culture right from childhood. If children are targeted with the
teaching of value base lifestyle, then automatically society becomes holistic. Therefore, it
requires sacrificial living of parents. Because children will follow the same and impacts
people. Sacrifice is the root of the impact and success of the fruit. If we can generate
biblical value system in the minds and hearts of people, the individuals will be
transformed. Once the individual is transformed family will be transformed; once the
family is transformed, the community will be transformed eventually. You cannot simply
aim to transform the community without transforming the individuals."
IQ # 6. How do you see the role of theological and sociological empowerment to build
up Christian leaders into maturity?
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K1 says, "theological knowledge is good but spiritual knowledge is more
important than head knowledge."
K2 says, "I think; formal theological training may be not a prerequisite to serve in
the kingdom of God for business professional like me. However, for professional pastor
and leader it is must."
K3 says:
Theological learning helps you to attain greater confidence and communicate
better. Theological orientation also makes person more responsible to society.
Such leaders understand who human being is; they better understand what human
dignity is. They understand the equality of human. They view humans as creation
of God. Because of their sound theological understanding, they understand
society; they understand people better; they understand their world views better.
Then they have more love and kindness toward others. Because they understand
who they are. They understand them better; they understand their struggles; they
understand their frustration; they understand their belief system; they understand
what hurts them and what pleases them. So they become more sensitive to their
lives in talking, dealing and approaching.
Eight members of the focus said that theological, sociological, and economic
empowerment are equally important for the holistic transformation of individuals in the
context of Nepal. One of the focus group members said that theological as well economic
empowerment is necessary for the holistic transformation of individuals.
IQ # 2. How do you see the importance of faith and works as a Christian leader in
Kathmandu valley?
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K1 says, "Evangelism is not doing good works to please God. Evangelism is to
inform people of their need of Jesus for salvation; it is to simply to tell people to believe
the works of God in Jesus for salvation. The salvation cannot be earned. It is a free gift of
God. We are made for good works. Through evangelism Christians inform other people
of their need of Jesus for salvation. Christians are called for good works. Good works are
fruits of salvation; however, good works are not the root of Christian salvation. Jesus is
the perfect example of good works (Acts 10.38). Christians are saved and they are a new
creation. They are called for the good works."
K1 adds:
"If leaders are weak in faith, they cannot bring expected changes in the lives of
people within faith communities. Because faith without action is faith without
life. Christians can live a no better life than other religious people if they fail to
impact lives both with faith and actions. Though faith is invisible, actions are
visible, and people can see them. Therefore, faith, unless it is manifested in
actions, proves dead faith. People must see faith at work. Born again Christians do
not live by sight, but by a vision of faith. Leaders having faith act accordingly and
it proves that they are transformed and impacts faith communities. Because faith
works with love, however, love must precede the faith."
K1 further says, "Christians are made responsible for good news through good
works as the fruit of salvation. Faith makes Christians active in good works. Faith is
supposed to be demonstrated. Good works are fruits of active faith. The fruit is to serve
others. Christians have done good works as gratitude to God in the leading of the Holy
Spirit and it is impacting the community at large gradually, because outsiders see great
hope in the face of Christians which grants the opportunity to share the life of
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Christ. However, a tree cannot be expected to bear fruits unless it is nurtured and
transformed into fruitfulness by its cultivators."
"God is all in all and He has plan for each individual; plans for welfare not for
evil, however, you must come to faith and His ways to inherit God's plan. If watches fail
to indicate the right time, it has no use at all. Thus, when faith and works walk together,
they help influence people in transforming their lives. Christians must live such
transformed life which would inspire other to aspire for the same."
In the same regard, K2 says, "A person must be transformed before he/she can
serve as an agent of transformation to his/her family or community. Individuals must be
transformed before her/she can transform society because a transformed person's life
contributes to others significantly. However, faith and works both must go together
because works without faith can got bear the expected fruit to impact the community at
large. Because unless a leader is transformed, he/she cannot help others transform in any
dimension of society."
In the same regard K2 further says, "Christians must keep the great commission
but first they must abide in Christ and he in them. Evangelism is a must to win and
transform people in all circles of life."
In the same regard K3 says, "In my biblical understanding, evangelism and good
works have to go together. However, simply good works alone cannot meet the need of a
holistic transformation of the person. therefore, it has to go simultaneously; yet the good
news should precede the good. Simply good works alone do not meet the need for a
holistic transformation of the person. Therefore, it has to go simultaneously; yet the good
news should precede the good works; good works without Christ cannot fulfill the need
for holistic transformation. Good works without the gospel are limited.
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The transformation of individuals requires the intervention of God to bring the desired
change within that people are seeking. Therefore, it must go simultaneously. It has to
bring changes in all dimensions of person, like spiritual, intellectual, and social," K3
emphasized.
Seven of out of nine respondents said that fellowship and meditation are their
transforming activities. Two of them were involved in witnessing as well.
IQ# 3. What inspires you to involve your-self in the task of transforming lives in
community?
K1 says, "A Muslim convert sharing gospel of Jesus made me realize the need of
Christ in my life. Then I understood the reason of God manifested in the person of Christ.
I felt saved only after personal encounter with Christ at the age of 21."
K2 says, "In the first place, as a Christian it is the word of God that inspires me.
Secondly, I get inspired also from my senior model leaders involved in the mission of
transforming lives. Thirdly family devotion and reflection time is inspiring me to get
transformed and become a loving and caring person."
K3 says, "Christ is the source of my inspiration. Then those impacted by my
works are also my inspiration and others being impacted by their good works of
transformation also my inspiration that keeps me going ahead. Lord is my motivator that
helps to carry on the good works I am involved in. Thus, when you see people's lives
being transformed with good works, my motivation grows stronger."
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Summary
For K1, right relationship with God is the key to transforming a person holistically.
Evangelism is not doing good works to please God. Evangelism is to inform people of
their need of Jesus for salvation; it is to simply to tell people to believe the works of God
in Jesus for salvation. Faith is supposed to be demonstrated. Good works are fruits of
active faith. The fruit is to serve others.
For K2, a prayerful practice of humility, Christ like love and respect, faithfulness,
integrity, and hard work are essential to transform person holistically. Such a person must
be transformed before he/she can serve as an agent of transformation to his/her family or
community. Evangelism is a must to win and transform people in all circles of life.
For K3, the holistic transformation requires restoration of relationship both with
God and humanity in the first place. In a biblical understanding, evangelism and good
works have to go together. However, good works alone cannot meet the need of a holistic
transformation of the person. When one sees people's lives being transformed with good
works, my motivation grows stronger.For the focus group fellowship, meditation and
witnessing with good works are key for transforming person holistically. Three of the
focus group members said Christian care influenced and inspired them to experience
transformed life. Five of the focus group members were influenced and inspired by key
leaders’ Christ like mind, attitude, and behavior with a transformed lifestyle. One of the
focus group members was influenced by good works with Christ like mind, attitude, and
behavior of key leaders.The table below demonstrates the need and values of Christian
community in the Kathmandu Valley.
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Table 4.1 State of Christian Values in Kathmandu Valley Christian community.
K1

K2

K3

Right relationship with God

Practice of humility

Restoration of relationship

Evangelism and good works

Evangelism and good works

Evangelism and good works

Christian Care

Christ like attitude

Christian care

Fellowship and meditation

Fellowship and witnessing

Fellowship witnessing
and meditation

Research Question #2. Why were faith and works divided in the past in Kathmandu
Valley churches, with social concern relegated to organizations like UMN?
IQ# 4. "What are the reasons you see for disintegration of evangelism and good works in
Kathmandu Valley churches historically?"

Legal barrier
K1 says, "The main reason for disintegration was government restriction on the
preaching of the gospel by the mission agencies. So the church took the active role of
preaching gospel, and charity organizations, like the United Mission to Nepal (UMN),
and International Need Fellowship (INF), started operating separately focusing on good
works, like schooling and hospital services. A few other reasons for disintegration were
fear of persecution from government among missionaries and clash of personal interests
among local church leaders working with mission agencies," K1 recalled frankly.
According to K1 then local church leaders lacked deeper theological knowledge
and leadership skill which also contributed to conflict and disintegration between church
and charity organizations. Because of limitations, both faith communities and charity
organizations had a different focus area which disintegrated their transformational
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approaches significantly. However, despite set limitation and fear of persecution, the
mission agencies were mindful and generous towards the need in the local churches, K1
highlighted strongly.
K2 says that imitation of foreign culture in the name of Christianity is a big
challenge to the growth and impact of Christianity in the Kathmandu Valley. Unless
Christians leaders humble themselves and love one another, the integration of faith and
works is impossible. Unless Christian leaders can love one another and serve with
humbleness in unity, it is impossible to improve integration of faith and works, K2
challenged. K2 says that we humans are weak and prone to failure, so first of all, as a
Christian, you must make God's word as a guideline of your life. Keeping oneself humble
for realizing once fault and accepting correction and not repeating the same mistake. A
transformed person should live life as a blessing and peacemaker, not a troublemaker to
others. K2 stressed:
Jesus seeks returns from our lives because he has invested his life for us. So, one
must convert himself/herself into a blessing of the Lord as a holistic person. A
transformed Christian must be able to demonstrate his faith in action of his/her
daily living; A transformed Christians must be able to avoid wrongdoing. Because
Christians are called to live a life full of faith and action accordingly. Therefore,
Christians must live and demonstrate Christ-likeness both in faith and works.
K3 says that Christians are involved in various kinds of good works within faith
community that cannot be ignored; investing lives and resources within faith community
should not undermined. Because enriching and equipping saints internally is faith in
action.
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K3 says that the Bible mentions human identity. Their study will give them their
identity. They will share the same with others. Thus, when they are empowered, they will
empower others in society through teaching, writing, and other good works. Empowering
is helping people do things in the right way. An intensive biblical study makes leaders
better conscious and practical, k3 observed.
K3 further said:
To transform modern human communities, sociological empowerment is
considered as an essential need. However, sociological empowerment must
incorporate biblical theology. Sociological empowerment cannot bring a complete
holistic transformation. But when you are empowered holistically, your social
standing will be better, because you are contributing to equip people. You see
others moving in the right direction according to your values that will make you
happy and bring satisfaction. Theological issues deal with supernaturalism
whereas sociological issues deal with naturalism. Theological orientation calls
you to trust in and God asks His counsel but sociological orientation does not.
Therefore, the theological dimension should lead to other dimensions not viceversa. I have heard from non-Christian development agents saying that people
from Christian community are enlightened and faster in learning and
understanding the ideas. It is the contribution of local church leader. Because they
teach people from Bible and also make them aware of the social responsibilities;
the responsibility toward their families and their neighbors is being reemphasized
recently.
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Thus, K1 says government restrictions to the spread of gospel and fear of
persecution among Christians were the main reasons of disintegration of faith and works
in Kathmandu valley. K2 says influence of foreign culture over local and lack of unity
among Christians were the main reasons of disintegration of faith and works in the
Kathmandu Valley. K3 says that faith and works active within Christian communities
should not be ignored.
Summary
One the one hand, legal restriction, fear of persecution, lack of theological
orientation, and lack of unity among Christians leaders contributed to the disintegration
of faith and works in the Christian communities of the Kathmandu Valley. On the other
hand, lack of Christians teachings about the importance of good works failed church to
focus on charity.
Focus Group observation
Five of the focus group members said, "[the] church's lack of teaching on social
responsibility, failure to focus on good works and poor Christian witness are the main
reasons of gap between Christian community and rest of the society." The other three
focus group members said, "[the] lack of respect due to communication gap as well as
existing religious biasness among nonbelievers are responsible for the gap." One of the
focus group members said, "[a] lack of understanding on cultural matters among
Christians and ignorance about Christianity among non-believers are responsible factors
for the gap between both."
The table below shows reasons for gap between Christian communities and rest of
the society in the past.
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Table 4.2 Reasons for gap between Christian community and the rest of the society of the
Kathmandu Valley.

K1

K2

K3

Legal barrier and persecution

Influence of western

holistic focus within

Lack of solidarity

Cultural

faith community.

Lack of theological

Lack of unity among

Theological orientation

knowledge

Christians

Lack of teaching on social

Lack of teaching on

Religious biasness

responsibilities

social responsibility

ignorance about Culture

Research Question #3. What are the possible solutions you see to bridge the gap
between the Christian community and the rest of the society of Kathmandu valley?
Friendship Approach
Friendship is the key for building relationship that fosters deeper trust that
helps share both burden and blessings. In Christian mission, friendship can be considered
as precious stones used for decoration of priestly garments.
IQ # 5. What are your plans to bridge the gap between Christian community rest of the
society?
K1 says, "People of faith in Christ must have plans that would bridge the gap with
outsiders. Christians must stay in relationship with outsiders and evangelize them but not
act in any unholy manner they do. However, it is important to keep them loving in spite
of their manner; Sharing from the word of God and caring in other needs would help best
to bridge the gap. Because there is no other savior to save and transform the world. I
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think, we can reach, evangelize and bridge the gap more efficiently when we work
collectively. Sharing of experiences and knowledge also help build both trust and
confidence among faith communities and help bridge the gap between Christian
communities and community at large. Nonetheless, if faith leaders lack active faith full of
good works with both the love and humility of Christ, such faith cannot help people
experience the metamorphosis of life and bridge the gap" (2019).
K2 say, "There is a big gap not only between Christian and non-Christian
community but even within faith communities. It can be bridged only with prayerful
practice of humility, and Christ like love and respect to each other among both groups. So
faithfulness, integrity and hard work is must to bridge the gap in both circle. However,
without forging great sense of unity within Christian communities, it is too hard to bridge
the gap between Christian communities and rest of the society"(2019).
K3 says, "Christians need to be more patience and tolerant to the community at
large than others. Otherwise major group can have upper hand over minor group. In order
to bring peace, happiness and harmony, Christians need to abide on the cross for ultimate
fruit. Because Cross symbolizes forgiveness and acceptance. You may disagree with their
wrong actions, but you need to love them. Because only God's love bridges the gap. You
can disagree person wrong actions or wrong behaviors. As a personhood you should not
be hating people. Despite their wrong doings you should not keep grievances in your
heart; instead you need to love them, forgive them and bring the reconciliation and bridge
the gap. Christians leaders need to orient community members more with biblical
teachings and prepare them for bridging the gap. changing mind requires biblical
orientation. You can bridge the gap also by helping people in times of need by talking,
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encouraging and providing with material resources. Therefore, loving actions with Christ
like attitude and sharing hope are keys to bridge the gap"(2019).
IQ# 6 How do you see the role of faith and good works towards transforming lives within
Christian community and community at large?
K1 says that if leaders are weak in faith, they cannot bring changes in the lives of
people within faith community. Because faith without action is faith without life.
Christian life will be no better than other religious people if it fails to impact the lives
both with faith and actions. If people do not see changes in behaviors and character
according to your faith than that will prove you as a fake person. Though faith is
invisible, actions are visible, and people can see them. Therefore, faith, unless it is
manifested in actions, proves dead faith.
K2 says that A transformed Christian must be able to demonstrate his faith in
action of his/her daily living. A transformed Christians must be able to avoid
wrongdoing. Because Christians are called to live life full of faith and action accordingly.
Therefore, Christians must live and demonstrate Christ likeness both in faith and works.
K3 says that Christian leaders are key to equip faith community, example of
faithfulness, perseverance, and hard work. Christian leaders' faith in Christ yields good
character and behavior that heals, encourage and transform people. So Christians leaders
are called to live in a gentle and responsible manner. Despite of challenges and hostility
Christians leaders are expected to work with patience, showing good respect even to the
enemy, treating another fellow human with due respect to his dignity. and peace
demonstrating good works with Christ like attitude and behavior.
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IQ# 7. What is your theology in transforming your community holistically?
Theological Approach
Theology of person determines programing on human minds and one's
attitude towards God as well as fellow human being. Without proper theological
orientation, person can not be nurtured according to the divine will for his set plan and
purpose.
K1 says, "It is good to learn from well experienced people in Christ, yet
Christians must be careful about theological training because it has spoiled many from
faith. Theological knowledge is good but spiritual knowledge is more important than
head knowledge." K2 says, "Formal theological training may be not a prerequisite to
serve in the kingdom of God for business professional like me. However, for professional
pastor and leader it is a must. Church leaders should be empowered not only with
theological but also cultural education. Because they are the one who influence and
empower mass of people in both faith communities and communities at large," K2 added.
K3 says, "Theological learning helps you to attain greater confidence and
communicate better. Theological orientation also makes person more responsible to
society. Such leaders understand who human being is; they better understand what is
human dignity. They understand the equality of human. They view humans as creation of
God. Because of their sound theological understanding, they understand society; they
understand people better; they understand their world views better. Then they have more
love and kindness toward others. Because they understand who they are. They understand
them better; they understand their struggles; they understand their frustration; they
understand their belief system; they understand what hurts them and what pleases them.
So they become more sensitive to their lives in talking, dealing and approaching.
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Theological orientation has to build person into Christ likeness. So more they are Christ
oriented, the better they are able to associate with others in all circle of people. Thus,
theological orientation brings greater sociological orientation and they can enjoy better
relationship with people of all kinds."
K3 stressed:
Christian leaders are key to equip faith community, example of faithfulness,
perseverance, and hard work. Christian leaders' faith in Christ yields good
character and behavior that heals, encourage and transform people. So Christians
leaders are called to live in a gentle and responsible manner. Despite of challenges
and hostility Christians leaders are expected to work with patience, showing good
respect even to the enemy, treating another fellow human with due respect to his
dignity. and peace demonstrating good works with Christ like attitude and
behavior.
Spiritual Approach
Christians are called to operate with divine love in all circumstances. For
divine love is unselfish, sacrificial and unlimited.
K1 says, "Christians do not live by sight but by vision of faith. However, other
people believe and live by sight before they come to faith. Leaders having faith act
accordingly and it proves that they are transformed and impacts faith communities.
Because faith works with love, however, love must precede the faith. If leaders are weak
in faith, they cannot bring changes in the lives of people within faith community. Because
faith without action is faith without life. All in all, the spiritual transformation must
precede the theological, physical, economical and sociological transformation," K1
concludes (2019).
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K2 says, "first of all we must be in love. We must be able to love one another in the
same manner Christ loved us. A transformed Christian must be able to demonstrate his faith

in action of his/her daily living. A transformed Christians must be able to avoid
wrongdoing. Because Christians are called to live life full of faith and action accordingly.
Therefore, Christians must live and demonstrate Christ likeness both in faith and works.
K3 says that you can disagree person wrong actions or wrong behaviors. As a
personhood you should not be hating people. Despite their wrong doings you should not
keep grievances in your heart; instead you need to love them, forgive them and bring the
reconciliation and bridge the gap. Therefore, loving actions with Christ like attitude and
sharing hope are keys to bridge the gap."
Sociological Approach
Christians are considered as highly sociable citizen on earth. Sociable
individuals are heartily welcome in all circle of society. It costs one a lot to be precious in
the eyes of others.
K1 says, "God is all in all and He has plan for each individual; plans for welfare
not for evil, however, you must come to faith and His ways to inherit God's plan. If
watches fail to indicate the right time, it has no use at all. Thus, when faith and works
walk together, they help influence people in transforming their lives. Christians must live
such transformed life which would inspire other to aspire for the same"(2019).
K2 says, "Individuals must be transformed before her/she can transform society
because a transformed person's life contributes to others significantly. However, faith and
works both must go together because works without faith can got bear the expected fruit
to impact the community at large. Because unless a leader is transformed, he/she cannot
help others transform in any dimension of society"(2019).
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K3 says, "The Kathmandu Valley churches need to grow pro-society in the first
place. Christians need to grow more responsible for various needs within and beyond
their community. Valley churches also need to build their relation with outside society
through good works like sanitation awareness and other social concerns as an expression
of God's love. Churches should not keep themselves isolated from the rest of society.
Theological learning helps you attain greater confidence and communicate better as a
holistically transformed person. Theological orientation has to build a person into
Christlikeness. So more they are Christ oriented, the better they can associate with others
in all circles of people. Thus, theological orientation brings greater sociological
orientation and they can enjoy better relationships with people of all kinds," K3 further
emphasized (2019).
Cultural Approach
Culture is a set tradition of value in all societies. Without its knowledge
and understanding people suffer conflicts.
K1 says, "The leaders must know that God loves him/her; leaders also must not
forget that God loved the world and gave His only son to be sacrificed; God did not love
Christians only; Jesus came as a savior of the whole world; Christ died for the entire
humanity."
K2 says, "To bridge the gap between Christian communities and rest of the
society we need to develop a sense of ownership in the first place. For that Christians
must associate Christianity with local culture distinct from pagan religions. The big gap is
not only between the Christian community and others but the gap is even between
Christian communities. However, the gap between Christians communities can be
bridged with the prayerful practice of humility and Christ-like love and respect for each
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other, faithfulness, integrity, and hard work is a must. If we failed to carry our
homegrown good culture with Christianity, we cannot impact the Nepalese society as we
should. If we associate Christianity with western culture, Christianity cannot become the
faith of the homeland. Christians deviate themselves from local culture and become
strangers to the rest of society. Nevertheless, Christians must differentiate cultures and
pagan religions. Because of the cultural link of Christianity with western society,
Nepalese people deeply associated with local culture are not able to entertain
Christianity. To develop a sense of ownership and impact the society, Christians must
associate Christianity with local culture distinct from pagan religions. However, without
forging a great sense of unity within Christian communities, it is too hard to bridge the
gap between both Christian communities and the rest of the society" (2019).
K3 says that in all communities what is being fed in the value, system yields the
fruit accordingly. It includes service mind, helping poor, respecting people of all kinds
regardless of their affiliation, showing respect to human dignity. Whatever way possible
we need to develop the value system, peace and reconciliation, forgiveness, acceptance
and hardworking and integrity. Thus, Christians needs to grow more responsible toward
various needs within and beyond their community (2019).
Summary
On the one hand, the Christian community is realizing the importance of good
works in the midst of cultural conflict and social responsibility due to lack of knowledge.
On the other hand, the Christian community lacks relationships with the community at
large due to a lack of Christian maturity. Despite of the challenges, the Christian
community is growing towards a Christ like attitude, behavior with theological
awareness, and evangelism in addition to Christian care.
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Most of the newer Christian leaders think that good works with Christlike
attitude and behavior and theological, sociological, economic, cultural empowerment plus
teaching greater teaching on social responsibility would help bridge the existing gap
between Christian community and community at large. Nonetheless, a few Christian
leaders also think that life full of the fruits of the Spirit with focus on good works and
regular communication with transformed Christian lifestyle with community at large
would also help bridge the gap between Christian communities and rest of the society.
The table below shows opportunities and challenges of respective group towards
holistic ministry in the Kathmandu Valley.

Table 4.3 Opportunities vs Challenges

K1

K2

K3

Relationship

Crisis of humility

Theology for Christian
maturity

Evangelism

Lack of Unity

Lacking communication

Care with Christ's

Call for Christ like Characters

Greater need of Christ like

likeness

Cultural understanding

attitude and behavior
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COD
E

Similar
Reason of
Faith

Different
Transformi
ng Activities

Similar sense
of Christian
responsibility

Christian
care

Understanding
of Similar
Transforming
activities
Faith & Good
Works

K3Y
KD
K2 –
Y
RL

Fellowship,

Christian
care

Faith & Good
works.

Witnessing
Meditation
& witnessing

Transformed
individual
benefits
community.
Interdependent

Faith & Good
works.

Fellowship

Faith & Good
works.
Good Works &
Faith

K1C
MS

K1 Y
BD

Christian
care

K1W
ND
K3C
ML

Similar
Leaders
hip
Attitude
grateful

Understanding of
Holistic
Transformation

Holistic
Approaches

Reason of Gap

Transformed in
all dimensions of
Christian living

Grateful

Life full of the
fruits of the
Spirit

Lack of respect
caused by lack of
regular
communication
Poor Witness &
Church’s failure to
focus on good works

Transformed
individual
benefits
community.

Grateful

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

Equally
important in
Nepalese
Context.
Equally
important in
Nepalese
Context.
T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation

Fellowship
& witnessing

Interdependent

Grateful

Interdependent

Grateful

fellowship &
and
Meditation

Interdependent

Grateful

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

Faith & Good
works.

Fellowship,
Meditation
& witnessing

Transformed
individual
benefits
community.

Grateful

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

Theological and
economic
empowerment
T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation
T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation
T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation

Poor teaching on
social responsibility

Personal
Bible study
& fellowship

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior
Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

Grateful

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation

Christ like mind,
attitude and
behavior

T, S & E are
equally important
for holistic
transformation

Personal
Search

K3
W
TB
K2.
W
ER

Personal
Search for
truth

Faith & Good
works.

Fellowship
and personal
walk with
God

Interdependent

K2.C.
SJ

Transforme
d Character

Faith & Good
works.

Fellowship,
Meditation
& witnessing

Interdependent

Grateful

Impact of faith and works samples shown above

Poor Witness &
Church’s failure to
focus on good works

Poor Witness &
Church’s failure to
focus on good works
Lack of respect
caused by religious
biasness.
Lack of understanding
on cultural matters
among Christians
& ignorance among
non-believers.
Church’s failure to
focus on good works
& lack of respect
among nonbelievers
Church’s failure to
focus on good works
& lack of respect
among nonbelievers
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The findings discovered from the survey carried among holistically transformed
lay leaders show the impact of the ministry of their predecessor (key respondents). These
young men and women were involved in youth, women’s, and children’s ministry in
three major Christian congregations of the Kathmandu Valley. The findings reflect their
experiences and attitude of Christian faith and good works which were contributing to
both Christian communities and communities at large in transforming lives.
Seven out of nine respondents impacted by the key leaders' holistic ministry were
ignorant about real human identity and the purpose of life and the Christian message of
transformation. One person was in a state of physical sickness and another in a state of
mental tensions respectively.
Four out of nine respondents came to Christ through the care of transformed
Christian leaders, and two on their search for the truth. Eight out of nine respondents
enter transformed Christian living through the influence of good works done by
Christians. All of the respondents’ life-transforming activities, like prayers, Bible studies,
and fellowships, were similar, but four of them were also involved in evangelism. Three
out of nine respondents think that transformed individuals benefit both faith communities
and communities at large. Out of nine, six respondents think that Christian faith
communities benefit transformed individuals and that transformed individuals benefit
Christian communities and communities at large.
All nine respondents were grateful to their leadership. Seven out of nine
respondents think that a Christ-like mind, attitude, and behavior are the keys to
transforming life. Two out of nine respondents opted for life with full of the fruits of the
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Spirit. Out of nine respondents, six were involved in discipleship activities. One of the
respondents was involved in both mentorship and evangelism.
One of the 9 respondents considers both good works and holistic empowerment,
like physical fitness, theological as well as sociological orientation, and economical
empowerment as key for transforming a person holistically. Eight respondents consider
the theological, sociological, and economical approach of empowerment as equally
important in the Nepalese context. One respondent considers the theological and
economical approach of empowerment as more suitable for the Nepalese context. Five
respondents think that the cause of the gap between Christian communities and the rest of
the society is the church's failure to focus the society with good works. Three respondents
think that the cause of the gap is a poor witness of Christian believers among nonChristians. One respondent thinks that the gap is caused by a lack of regular
communication of church with the rest of the society. One respondent thinks that the
cause of the gap is due to disrespect among non-believers towards Christians. One
respondent thinks that the gap is caused by a lack of understanding among Christians
about cultural matters and existing ignorance about Christianity among non-Christians.
However, one respondent thinks that the gap is caused by poor teaching of the Nepalese
church on social responsibilities.
One of the 9 respondents was involved in social works and supporting
transformational ministry with finance, and one was involved in the holistic ministry of
transforming lives in all dimensions, like theological, physical, sociological, and
economic through both gospel and good works. Because of their teaching profession, five
respondents had a significant level of social acceptance from outside Christian
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communities, whereas two of the respondents had limited. Another had a grateful
experience, but the last had a critical experience. Four out of nine respondents considered
discipleship as key in transforming a person. Two of the respondents considered sharing
faith with good works as the most important to transform a person.
Impact among Women
All of the respondents except one involved in women's ministry, demonstrated
good attitude and submission to their key leader. All of the respondents were involved in
evangelistic activities, helping people to experience a transformed life in Christ. One of
the participants strongly observed the need for cultural awareness among Christian
communities. One of the respondents had a good understanding of the importance of
faith-sharing but lacked motivation about good works. All three participants valued
theological, sociological, spiritual, and economic empowerment but lacked the
opportunities.
Impact among children
All of the junior leaders involved in children's ministry showed Christ-like
attitude and behavior while responding to the query. All of them demonstrated good
social behavior to both persons present and absent, e.g., the key leader. Out of three
junior leaders, two of them looked cheerful and strong and diplomatic. However, one
looked hesitant and critical when talking about leadership negligence towards providing a
strong sociological orientation to the congregation. Each respondent, despite their
different focus, was aware of the importance of both faith and good works in their
respective Christian communities.
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Impact Among Youth
All of the respondents involved in the youth ministry were actively engaged in
discipleship with the help of fellowship and witnessing to their kinds. They all possessed
a good attitude toward their key leader. However, one of them was critical of leadership
for failing to orient the faith community with sociological teaching with the importance
of good works. All of the respondents involved in the youth ministry highly valued
theological, sociological, and economic empowerment for holistically transformed lives.
Summary of Major Findings
Right relationship with God through Christ connects individuals to fellowship.
This fellowship is significant for experiencing a holistically transformed life. Good works
require friendships with strong relationships among members of society for
communicating the gospel. Faith sharing with good works brings greater success in
reaching out the community at large and transforming lives holistically. Ministry with a
holistic approach has ripple effects among women, children, and youth towards their
holistic growth. Theological, sociological, economic empowerment beside spiritual
transformation was being considered as a need for creating a greater impact towards a
holistic approach of transformation within major Christian communities of the
Kathmandu Valley.
1. Christianity among Nepalese is transforming individuals through discipleship by
caring and sharing in fellowship.
In the urban context of Nepal, like the Kathmandu Valley, when someone accepts
the path of freedom in Christ, he/she falls in an urgent need of supportive care including a
fellowship from the faith community, not only in spiritual matters but also in a physical,
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social and economic matters. It is the relationship both with God and people that matters
most.
2. Faith with good works influences both faith communities and the rest of the
societies.
Evangelism is helping people in an urban context discover both the meaning and
purpose of life in the first place. Individuals involved in evangelism are bold and
effective in leading people from their circle to the fellowships of faithful followers of
Christ, where they find the opportunity to grow up spiritually and discover their identity
and become aware of their sociological role as a child of Almighty God. How beautiful
indeed on the mountains are the feet of those, who proclaim peace, and who bring news
of good things that transforms lives. As one the key respondent stated, “We must keep
the great commission, but first of all, we must abide in him and he in us. So evangelism is
a must from our respective places of occupation; it is our duty”
3. Evangelism, fellowship, prayers, and sociological teachings are fundamental
requirements for transforming individuals holistically, both into Christ-like attitude
and behaviors.
Leaders with strong faith and works motivation are both bold and effective, not
only to influence others, but also to transform lives holistically and impact the rest of the
society towards positive change. However, without renewing the mind with strong
biblical teaching and transforming heart with the love of God in Christ, good works alone
cannot create a strong sense of community ownership and social responsibility.
4. Ignorance about culture, and Christianity causes conflict and gap between both
the Christian community and the community at large.
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The Kathmandu Valley is predominantly inherited by Newar Tribe mixture of
both Mongoloid and Aryan race. They have rich rituals and traditions based on
superstition. They are highly sensitive about their culture. However, the Kathmandu
Valley is now inhabited by more than 4 million people, and most of them from different
cultural backgrounds outside the Kathmandu Valley. Christians are blamed for
eliminating local culture and creating gaps. So, anyone with genuine Christianity must be
well aware of others' cultural values and smart enough to distinguish religion and culture.
The aim of Christian's faith and works should not be to change or eliminate local culture
but to enlighten both the mind and heart of local people with the love, knowledge, and
wisdom of Christ.
5. Sharing of knowledge and experiences help build trust and confidence both in the
faith community and the community at large.
Christian leaders are making a significant impact by sharing their knowledge and
experiences with both the faith community and the community at large. As a result,
people can deepen their trust in God and build their confidence within the faith
community and the community at large.

Review of the Chapter
Fellowship, friendships, and relationships are an effective approach for
transforming life holistically by communicating the gospel through means of good works.
Christian leaders with Christ-like humility and a sacrificial lifestyle can serve and impact
both Christian communities and the community at large better. The lack of cultural
understanding, poor teaching on social responsibilities among Christians, and failure of
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the same to focus society with good works were major unresolved challenges of the
Kathmandu Valley Christianity. However, spiritually transformed leaders who are also
theologically, sociologically, economically empowered benefit both Christian
communities and the rest of society.
In Christianity, relationship is the most important which serves as a channel for all
of other blessings and benefits. As a veteran pastor said, “Christians are called to be a
channel of blessing to the rest of the world. Christian can bless society through their
experiences and knowledge. We are made for good works.”
However, if leaders are weak in faith, poor in biblical studies, lack cultural
understanding, they cannot bring changes in the lives of people within faith communities.
It is impossible to provide effective leadership without manifesting Christ-like qualities
in action with good faith and motivation.
K1 a veteran pastor says:
"Local church leaders lacked deeper theological knowledge and leadership skills
which contributed to conflict and disintegration between church and charity
organizations. It is good to learn from well-experienced people in Christ, yet
Christians must be careful about theological training because it has spoiled many
from faith. Theological knowledge is good but spiritual knowledge is more
important than head knowledge," a veteran pastor highlighted the significance
(2019).
K2 a prominent Christian businessman stressed:
"A transformed Christian must be able to demonstrate his faith in action of his/her
daily living. Therefore, Christians must live and demonstrate Christ-likeness both
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in faith and works. A transformed person should live life as a blessing and
peacemaker, not a troublemaker to others."
A prominent theologian highlighted:
"Faith and good works must walk together. simply good works alone cannot
transform a person holistically. therefore, it has to go simultaneously; yet the good
news should precede the good works. Therefore, if good works fail to highlight
God and his power to help individuals, it will leave people disappointed
ultimately. Because human efforts are limited but God is not."
The idea of holistic transformation would not have existed without its
impact on the lives of people already. K3 a prominent scholar deeply involved in the
similar field says:
"I have heard from non-Christian development agents saying that people from the
Christian community are enlightened and faster in learning and understanding the
ideas. It is the contribution of local church leaders. Because they teach people
from the Bible and also make them aware of the social responsibilities; the
responsibility toward their families and their neighbors is being reemphasized
recently."
It makes one wonder, how someone will be able to look up if all his investment
has gone down. It puts one in wonder to accept the ownership of something, one has
never worked for. Therefore, developing a sense of ownership is key for making someone
responsible for anything. As a prominent Christian businessman has said, “To impact
society, developing a sense of ownership is a need. So Christians must associate
Christianity with local culture distinct from pagan religions,” K2.
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Either knowledge or ignorance has been ruling the world since the downfall of
Adam. In the absence of knowledge, people suffer confusion, conflict, and fear but in the
presence of knowledge people enjoy confidence and hope. Similarly, if Christian leaders
are theological enlightened, it helps them attain greater confidence and communicate
better to both the Christian community and community at large. A prominent Christian
scholar said, "Theological orientation builds person into Christlikeness, and equips them
with both knowledge and wisdom to associate with others in all circles of people. Thus,
theological orientation brings a greater sense of social responsibilities and they can enjoy
better relationships with people of all kinds,” K3.
However, theological orientation alone is not criteria to qualify someone for the
field of transforming life holistically. Instead, Christ-like attitude, humility, behavior, and
sense of ownership and commitment are the major qualifiers, and among them, “sharing
from the word of God and caring in other needs would help best to bridge the gap,” a
veteran pastor advised.
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CHAPTER 5
LEARNING REPORT FOR THE PROJECT
Overview of the Chapter
This chapter consists of the analysis of the holistic transformation through faith
(gospel) and good works model and various approaches to it, including the opportunities
and obstacles introduced in the Kathmandu Valley with the dawn of democracy in 1950.
Despite the strong presence of international missionaries and local Christian
agents of transformation for more than seven decades, the Kathmandu Valley is still
struggling to overcome the veil of confusion as a result of ignorance. Although the
missionary efforts through good works and the gospel of Jesus Christ have impacted the
Kathmandu Valley dwellers to some extent, due to government restrictions, fear of
persecution, lack sociological orientation, and the local Christians' failure to focus on
biblical mandate of good works and poor theological orientation, they are often blamed
for the gap between Christian communities and the rest of the society. The Christian
community of the Kathmandu Valley is realizing their fault and the need for an approach
to transform the faith community holistically. It is a call to efficiently impact the
community at large with the help of faith and works together (Jas. 2.14-26).
On the one hand, the Kathmandu Valley Christian community is realizing an
appropriate approach of evangelism through discipleship as the best strategy for both
maturing and multiplying holistically transformed individuals. In turn, they will
cheerfully bear the burden of social responsibility by sharing their faith and doing good
works. On the other hand, she is realizing the need for holistic empowerment including
and cultural awareness among Christian leaders involved in helping people experience a
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theologically, sociologically, economically as well as spiritually transformed life in
Christ.
Christian communities of the Kathmandu Valley are also considering the
importance of faith and works together as essential for bridging the gap between
Christian communities and the communities at large. The first key respondent K1
considers the born-again experience as the turning point towards experiencing a
holistically transformed life. The second key respondent K2 considers an evangelistic
lifestyle with economic empowerment as a key for transforming community members
into a holistic life. The third key respondent K3 considers theological and sociological
empowerment as key beside spiritual and economic empowerment. When an individual is
holistically transformed, one can influence and impact both Christian communities and
communities at large through the means of the gospel and good works. However, without
a strong theological, sociological, spiritual, and economic empowerment of the bornagain person, the integration of faith and works efforts cannot attain its goal of a holistic
transformation that endures and impacts the society at all levels.
Major Findings
Ripple Effects of Good Works
In the midst of anti-Christian sentiments and persecution, the integration of faith
with good works is helpful for reaching the community at large with the Gospel in
addition to equipping the saints and involving them in transforming lives holistically,
both in and through the Kathmandu Valley. This approach will not only minimize the
growing persecution, but it will also empower Christian community and help them grow
spiritually, enlighten theologically, sustain socially, and support economically.
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Dickson says, “As good deeds are done by the Christian community, this light
shines and others are drawn into the worship of God” (Kindle loc. 1205).
Good works attract people to affiliate themselves to Christian communities.
However, if faith communities fail to supply their spiritual needs, good works alone
cannot suffice to meet their holistic needs.
Biblical Mandate of the Holistic Transformation
Christianity preaches justice and righteousness intending to transform individuals,
families, and communities with the compassion of Christ and the law of God. However,
without the compassion of Christ, it is impossible to transform humanity with the divine
order of life (Isa. 58.7-11; 32.16-18).
Christ himself called his followers:
“You are the salt of the earth, but if salt has lost its taste, how shall its saltiness be
restored? It is no longer good for anything except to be thrown out and trampled under
people’s feet. You are the light of the world. A city set on a hill cannot be hidden. Nor do
people light a lamp and put it under a basket, but on a stand, and it gives light to all in the
house. In the same way, let your light shine before others, so that they may see your good
works and give glory to your Father who is in heaven," (Matthew 5:13-16 ESV).
Christians are called to do good works as a sacrificial devotion to their
God and prove their faith in Christ.
"...They are to do good, to be rich in good works, to be generous and ready to share, thus
storing up treasure for themselves as a good foundation for the future, so that they may
take hold of that which is truly life" (1 Tim. 6.18-19; James 2:22).
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The Bible calls Christians to be both generous and rich in good works for uplifting people
in need.
The Bible records an account of a holistic transformation of lives throughout
biblical history. For instance, Luke records that “Jesus increased in wisdom and in stature
and in favor with God and mankind” (Luke 2.52). Similarly, Genesis records that a
steward of Abraham said, “I am Abraham's servant. The Lord has greatly blessed my
master, and he has become great. He has given him flocks and herds, silver and gold,
male servants, male servants and female servants, camels, and donkeys” (Gen. 24.34-35).
Joseph said to his Brothers, "It was not you who sent me here but God. He has
made me a father to Pharaoh, and lord of all his house and ruler over all the land of
Egypt. You shall dwell in the land of Goshen, and you shall be near me, you, your
children and your children's children, and your flocks your herds and all that you have.
There I will provide for you, for there are yet five years of famine to come, so that you
and your household, and all that you have do not come to poverty" (Gen. 45.8-11). At
Caesarea, there was a man named Cornelius, a centurion of what was known as the
Italian Cohort, a devout man, who feared God with all his household, gave alms
generously to the people, and prayed continually to God (Acts 10.1-2).
Jesus said, "let your light shine before others, that they may see your good works
and give glory to your Father who is in heaven" (Matt. 5.16).
Paul said, "Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal
of your mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and
acceptable and perfect" (Rom. 12.2).
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Jesus answered, “Truly, truly, I say to you, unless one is born of water and the
Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom of God” (John 3.5).
Christians are called to live a responsible life towards others, being salt and light
so that other people around them would be able to see the glory of God and experience
transformation towards a holistic life.
Good works were assigned to the followers of Christ to prove their faith through
loving actions, which would illustrate their faithfulness to God and respond to people in
need (Jas. 2.14-17).
Good works were assigned for both short-term and long-term impact. Good works
fulfill needs and glorify God for the short-term, and it will bring reward to the saints in
the coming kingdom of Christ in the long-term (Luke 6.35; Mark 9.41).
Empowering new converts with Christ-like attitude and behavior are considered
good works too. One should not take empowering the saints for the works of God for
granted (Mic. 6.8 Luke 6.37).
God offers a holistic transformation not only of persons but also of the entire
universe to its former state righteousness, peace, justice, and full of glory through Christ.
However, it requires a sacrificial lifestyle like that of Christ full of righteousness, justice,
full of divine nature and character. If Christian communities lack such characteristics
with enlightening knowledge to transform life, she can neither be transformed nor serve
the ultimate purpose of holistic transformation to the community at large (Genesis. 18.19;
Leviticus. 19.18; Micah. 6.8; Amos 5.24; James. 2.14-16).
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Richard Barnes says:
God's work of changing a believer into the likeness of Jesus by creating a new
identity in Christ and by empowering a lifelong relationship of love, trust, and
obedience is to glorify God. The goal of Bible study and biblical instruction is a
transformed life that exhibits love for God and others. In short, we teach not just
to inform, but to transform. (“Transformational Teaching”)
The task of a Christian leader is to empower ordinary believers to grow into Christian
maturity, which helps others to note Christ-like attitude and behavior in them.
Victor Raj says, "Gospel witness seeds fall along the path prepared by acts of
love, care, and compassion in the mission fields through the means of education"(A
Theology of the Whole Gospel 78-81). Certainly, the gospel is sown like a seed through
acts of faith in selfless love and hope, it springs up like a fountain of waters that quenches
thirsty souls even in the desert.
Atyal reports, “Nawir, a very talented young man from a family which
was not Christian came to know the gospel and believed in Christ. When Nawir began to
follow Christ, his life was transformed.” (140).
When one individual is transformed with gospel and good works carried in
the name of Christ, such life impacts greater circle of society.
Likewise, Hans Schwarz also says, "the process of transformation begins
within the Christian community and it has to spread to the whole society"(318).
Because Christ himself has called His followers to be light and salt to the
world (Matt. 5.13-14). "For God calls believers to act justly; to love faithfulness, and to
walk humbly with your God; provide justice for the needy, and the fatherless, uphold the
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rights of the oppressed and the destitute. Rescue the poor and needy; save them from the
power of the wicked" (Mic. 6.8).
Jonathan F.C. says:
Biblical transformation – an activity of the kingdom of God occurs, as God's
intentions are carried out by individuals, families, communities, societies,
cultures, and nations.…individuals who are redeemed should impact the

world

around them with their changing (163).
So, without understanding the importance of such good works and
applying them in place, holistic transformation remains incompletes.
Treat says, “renewing the mind is both taking of old thoughts and putting on the
thoughts of God. Taking off the old man is as important as putting on the new, and
change must be a positive part of our lives, not something we avoid" (18-19).
Certainly it requires renewing of both heart and mind that is full of ignorance and
superstition with knowledge and wisdom of Christ before expecting one to act with
Christ-like attitude and behavior.
A renown evangelist Tom Elie in an online talk said that being a disciple of Jesus
is to develop good habits. Such habits become part of how one thinks, feel, and behave
like a follower of Christ (2019). It is absolutely true that transformation begins with the
right thinking about God, about oneself, and about others. Because right thinking leads to
right action but wrong thinking leads to the wrong action. Since God's word declares
believers as a new creation, God's word must be one's motivator (2 Cor. 5.17).
In the midst of sophisticated pluralism, to achieve the goal of holistically
transformed lives, the transformed people require higher learning, understanding,
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tolerance, and gentleness with the compassion of Christ. As Frost claims, "Evangelistic
mission works effectively when we are living generous, hospitable, Spirit-led, Christ-like
lives as missionaries to our own neighborhoods," (Kindle loc.1).
However, one must also know that a holistic transformation requires
empowerment in both the spiritual and physical dimensions of living with mature
discipleship (John 3.5-6; Acts 4.33-35). As Wilson observes, "Leaders need the ability to
discern issues and solve problems with biblical insight and cultural discernment.
Learning about theology, biblical interpretation, church history, counseling, world
missions, and other subjects will broaden the leaders" (Kindle loc. 6765). Therefore, the
holistic empowerment is a must need for people serving in the leadership positions.
Hunter says:
The Celtic Christian movement multiplied mission sending monastic
communities, which developed and deployed teams into settlements to multiply
church and to start people in the life of full devotion to the triune God. The
monastic communities invited seekers, refugees, and others and individuals and
even families to be their guests. (Kindle locs.23-24)
Leaders who lack holistic empowerment cannot be as strategic and effective as others in
the ministry of today's materialistic world.
Schmidt says:
transforming the community is the mission of God on earth, so when he begins to
touch individuals within a particular community, the whole society begins to
experience the change ultimately. As a result, such an implication is visible in all
aspects of lives including generosity. (213)
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Michael Frost says, "Jesus and the New Testament writers saw a powerful
integration of faith and action, so much so that they found it impossible to separate them.
In fact, to separate a person from his or her actions can be very dangerous."
Christianity would not have become a prominent faith in a most cruel Roman
Empire if Christians had not made faith and action as their lifestyle. Without integration
of faith and works, holistic transformation of a person can neither progress nor prove its
impact in the community.
A veteran pastor says, "If leaders are weak in faith, they cannot bring changes in
the lives of people within the faith community. Because faith without action is faith
without life."
A Leader weak in faith cannot act as he/she should. The state one’s faith is what
motivates Christian leaders to a certain action. It is hard for the world to deny Christ if
His love is manifested in loving actions of care and compassions by his followers.
Luke records, "Jesus increased in wisdom, stature, and favor with God and with
people” (Luke 2.52). If anyone is in Christ, he/she is a new creation, and such a person is
expected have growth in all areas of life.
McCallum and Lowery state, “A friendship in the biblical context is a relationship
in which we practice real Christian love” (Kindle loc. 1330). An approach of a loving and
relational friendship helps lead friends to genuine faith in Christ that transforms both
believers and leaders who can keep impacting both inside and outside communities. The
state of a good friendship, like that of Jesus and his disciples, allows both to explore and
interact the deep biblical truths which leads to the transformation of heart and mind
(Matt. 16.13-16; Mark 3.13-15; Luke 6.1-4).
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Theological Concern of Christianity
Tim Sensing says, "When theology is separated from the community, identity will
not form. Each society must reflect its ritual practices and forms that have religious and
moral dimensions” (Kindle loc.233).
A young man, Khanal, who is involved in an integral mission through a renowned
mission agency in Nepal says, "religious conversion is a concrete experience of the
convert; it creates a reality of its own in the life of the follower and it has the ability to
shape the lives of individuals and their societies" (interview)."
When a person realizes his true human identity, as a new creation in Christ, one
begins to develop a Christ-like attitude and behavior which helps him improve in all areas
of life.
Wesley observes:
Christianity is essentially a social religion and cannot be hidden or concealed. It
has to reach people and be a peacemaking tool. It has to interact with the world
and people. It is to shine and let people get rid of the darkness. Christianity cannot
exist without both inward experience and outward practice of justice, mercy, and
truth. (Thomas: 2017)
The biblical mandate and theological understanding about faith and works has
been significantly discussed in western as well as oriental contexts. However, the
Christian community of the Kathmandu Valley is only now realizing its importance.
Therefore, in order to create ripple effects to transform lives in a Christian community
and impact the community at large, good works and the gospel must be integrated and
practiced in daily Christian living with the strong relational approach.
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Challenges within Christianity
A prominent Christian businessman from an indigenous community in the
Kathmandu valley says, "If we associate Christianity with Western culture, Christianity
cannot become the faith of the homeland. Christians deviate themselves from local
culture and become strangers to the rest of the society."
Christian leaders must review their understanding between culture and religion so
that they can properly educate and awaken faith communities and help minimize the gap
between Christian communities and the rest of society.
Richard Barnes says, "we, as leaders, must model the truth that God transforms
lives day by day. Then as we teach people God's Word, we move beyond transferring
biblical information and calling for the discussion about the application to walking with
our learners in obedient, Christ-centered living" (“Transformational Teaching”). Unless
leaders model the truth with all sincerity and commitment, they cannot communicate the
faith nor can they carry out good works to impact society.
Yung Suk Kim says, "Only transformed people can live life being light and salt
full of humility, truth, and tolerance serving one another in the love of Christ"(Kim:
2014). Only transformed individuals can shine and give a good taste to the world that
needs light and salt. However, such a person must be full of Christ-like humility.
Dennis McCallum says, "Being a mature Christian is not enough. The church
also needs leaders." Without a God-fearing mature leader, how can a crowed find their
destination? Such a community of faith will become like a ship without a radar (Matt.
9.36). K3 a prominent theologian, says, "Christian leaders must live a sacrificial life if
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they want to bring holistic transformation in the society. Because the Lord empowers
them to do the same" (2018).
Leaders with a clear vision of Christ's mission and his attributes alone can
understand and apply the "faith and works" policy of God’s heavenly kingdom. It
requires an explicit understanding of the same, so that he/she can empower Christian
communities to witness effectively and create a greater impact towards transforming lives
in and through the Kathmandu Valley. Christians living in holiness and dedication can
develop a strong loving relationship with God and humans.
1. Biblical Foundation
1.1 Christianity considers justice, righteousness, and compassion as the key pillars of
God's kingdom that offers the holistic transformation of the creation.
“So whatever you wish that others would do to you, do also to them, for this is the
Law and the Prophets" (Matt. 7.12). Thus, the preaching of Christ was centered on
restoration of God's standard of justice, righteousness, and compassion in the human
society. God loves justice (Isa. 61.8). Doing what is right in the sight of God is more
acceptable than a big sacrifice after committing an act of injustice. The foremost priority
of Christ's preaching was restoration of justice, righteousness as well as compassion in
the world. However, without faith and acts of mercy full of compassion like that of
Christ, God's desire of holistic transformation of humanity cannot be fulfilled.
1.2 Christ calls his followers to be salt and light to the rest of the society with good
works.
Christ performed miracles to help people in need and suffering which made his
preaching unique and authentic. He commanded his disciples to do the same so that
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people would experience God's unconditional love manifested in good works and glorify
him.
1.3 Abraham and Joseph in the ancient biblical world were holistically empowered men.
When God called Abram, he was not empowered theologically, sociologically,
economically as well as spiritually. Nonetheless, as he started to follow the voice of God
within him, he was blessed and empowered in all dimensions of his life (Gen. 22.34-36).
1.4 Cornelius, a man full of good works, needed gospel of Jesus Christ for the holistic
transformation of his families and friends.
Though Cornelius a centurion in the Roman army had great devotion to the God
of Israel and carried acts of mercy, he needed to hear and accept the good works that
Christ did one the cross. This proves that acts of charity alone can neither save the person
nor empowers him/her holistically. Each person must accept the atonement offered by
Christ on the Calvary (Acts 10.1-2).
1.5 A person must be born again by the Spirit of God to enter His kingdom and to be
transformed holistically.
Paul and Nicodemus both were well educated men, but they needed Christ to
transform their heart and mind. They both were well educated and religious men of then
Jewish tradition, but their education and religion could neither transform them nor
guaranteed the salvation of God. So, unless the person is born again, he/she can neither
experience the kingdom of God nor be transformed holistically (John 3.1-3; Acts 9.1-5).
2. The Key findings from Literature Review
2.1 Transformation begins within Christian community in presence of God within person.
Since God is Spirit, he dwells within the spiritual sanctuary i.e., the Church. When a
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person visits the sanctuary, God reveals himself to the person. Subsequently he/she
begins to experience changes in all dimensions of his/her living (John 4.24).
2.2 Transformation starts with restoration of relationship with God.
When a person encounters the presence of God, he/she begins to experience His
love, which allows him/her to stay in relationship with God through Christian
communities. The Christian community has a great role towards reconciliation—
reconciling men/women to God and reconciling men/women to men/women (2 Cor.
5.18).
2.3 Without applying good works in place the holistic transformation remains
incomplete.
Faith in Christ's works must motivate a person to involve himself/herself in the
welfare of others through acts of mercy with ultimate aim of glorifying God. Otherwise,
the ultimate holistic transformational goal of society would remain unaccomplished.
2.4 Renewal of mind with God's thoughts and development of godly habits are equally
important in the transformation.
It requires daily habits of godly attitude and behavior for the followers of Christ to
draw others to a holistically transformed life with aid of the Holy Spirit. However, unless
the person is immersed in biblical teachings with power of the Holy Spirit, the holistic
transformation will remain incomplete.
2.5 Evangelistic mission with good works, works more effectively.
The experiences of missionaries and others reveal that evangelistic missions with
good works have greater impact in almost all cultures and contexts. Therefore, integrating
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gospel and good works together is the call of God for the world missions. This integration
will result not only in harvesting souls but also in transforming the society holistically.
2.6 Ministry of hospitality allows even strangers to experiences the compassion of God.
In the biblical and missionary account of hospitality, the ministry of hospitality
can impact the stranger in all contexts. The ministry of hospitality should be taken
seriously by Christian community of all cultures and contexts (Heb. 13.2).
2.7 Without integration of faith and works within Christian community, it is impossible
for the rest of the society to experience the transforming mission of God.
Faith and work must work together. Unless faith is performed in loving and caring
actions within human society, people cannot make appropriate judgment to such action.
Unless people experience the loving and caring attitude and behavior of the Christ's
followers, they cannot make appropriate decision to help themselves (Rom. 10.14-15).
2.8 Friendship is a state of relationship that allows the associated person to experience
many aspects of Christian communities.
Friends and fans are powerful means to carry gospel as well as good works in the
modern world. Therefore, building friendships and designing appropriate programs to
attract fans can be a powerful strategy to promote both gospel and good works, which
would ultimately help transform world holistically (1 Sam. 18.3-4).
2.9 Christianity with highly informed, and empowered and matured leaders, with Christ
like humility, is a social religion, which is impossible to hide within Christian community.
Christianity is a friendly religion that promotes knowledge of God, helps the
helpless, and builds leaders with Christ-like humility for the service of mankind.
Christianity seeks not only the welfare of its own but even of beyond. It is the only
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religion that urges its followers to love their enemies and pray for those who persecute
them (Matt. 5.43-44).
2.10 Leaders with strong biblical insights and cultural awareness makes them proactive.
Biblically bold, theologically sound, spiritually mature, and socially conscious
leaders can alone prove themselves as faithful and proactive towards empowering others
holistically. Unless Christian leaders are well trained with a strong biblical basis and
sound theological understanding and cultural clarity, they cannot serve the Christian
congregation well (1 Tim. 3.2-5).
3. The Key Findings of the research field
3.1 It requires relationship of godly leaders to transforming individuals through
discipleship by caring and sharing in fellowship.
In the urban context of Nepal, like the Kathmandu valley, when someone accepts
the path of freedom in Christ he/she falls in an urgent need of supportive care including a
fellowship from the faith community, not only in spiritual matters but also in a physical,
social, and economic matters. Therefore, Christian leaders must always stay in a healthy
relationship with both the Christian community and the community at large. Because it is
the relationship with both God and people that matters to transform a person holistically.
3.2 Faith with good works influences both faith communities and the rest of the societies.
Good works help saints of Christ to connect to the world with Kingdom of God
for a holistically transformed life. Leaders with strong faith and works motivation are
both bold and effective, not only to influence others, but also to transform lives
holistically and impact the rest of the society towards positive change. Without renewing
the mind with strong biblical teaching and transforming heart with the love of God in
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Christ, good works alone cannot create a strong sense of community ownership and
social responsibility.
3.3. Evangelism, fellowship, prayers, and sociological teachings are fundamental
requirements for transforming individuals holistically, both into Christ-like attitude and
behaviors.
Although good works help bridge the gap between Christian community and the
community at large, good works without evangelism cannot suffice to empower and
transform the person holistically. Individuals involved in Evangelism with good works
are bold and effective in leading people from their circle to the fellowships of faithful
followers of Christ. In these fellowships, new believers have the opportunity to grow up
spiritually and discover their identity and become aware of their sociological role as a
child of Almighty God. How beautiful indeed on the mountains are the feet of those, who
proclaim peace, and who bring news of good things that transforms lives. As one of the
key respondents also highlighted the significance: "We must keep the great commission
but first of all, we must abide in him and he in us. So evangelism is a must from our
respective places of occupation; it is our duty" (K2.2019).
3.4. Ignorance about culture, and Christianity causes conflict and gap between both the
Christian community and the community at large.
The Kathmandu Valley is predominantly inherited by Newar tribe an indigenous
people group-mixture of both Mongoloid and Aryan race, residing in the Kathmandu
Valley for ages. They have rich rituals and traditions based on superstition. They are
highly sensitive about their culture. However, the Kathmandu Valley is inhabited by
more than 4 million people. Most of them are from different cultural backgrounds outside
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the Kathmandu Valley. Christians are blamed for eliminating the local culture and
creating gaps. A genuine transformation requires renewal of heart and mind with proper
theological orientation. So, anyone with genuine Christianity must be well aware of
others' cultural values and smart enough to distinguish between religion and culture. The
aim of Christian's faith and works should not be to change or eliminate local culture but
to enlighten the minds and hearts of local people with love, knowledge, and wisdom of
Christ.
3.5 The Purpose of Good Works
Christian leaders can make a significant impact by sharing their knowledge and
experiences with both the faith community and the community at large. As a result,
people can deepen their trust in God and build their confidence within faith community
and community at large. A veteran pastor stated:
Local church leaders lacked deeper theological knowledge and leadership skills
which contributed to conflict and disintegration between church and charity
organizations. It is good to learn from well-experienced people in Christ, yet
Christians must be careful about theological training because it can spoil many
from faith. Theological knowledge is good but spiritual knowledge is more
important than head knowledge (K1.2019).
3.6 Importance of Sacrifice
It requires sacrifice to please both God as well as human. Without
sacrificial giving to the cause of better world, no upside-down change can take place in
any human society.
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A prominent Nepalese theological scholar says:
"Sacrifice is the root of the impact and success of the fruit. If we can generate biblical
value system in the minds and hearts of people, the individuals will be transformed. Once
the individual is transformed family will be transformed; once the family is transformed,
the community will be transformed eventually. You cannot simply aim to transform the
community without transforming the individuals"(K3. 2019).
Absolutely without sacrificial living and giving of Christ, even very Christianity
would not have come into existence and help sinners experience holistically
transformed life within the kingdom of God.
Sharing knowledge and experiences helps build trust and confidence both in the
faith community and in the community at large, which creates a favorable environment
for the kingdom of God with gospel and good works.
Good works carried out in such environment with the compassion of Christ brings
a person to a realization of his/her identity. As soon as a person realizes his/her human
identity, he/she begins to grow both in the knowledge of truth and wisdom. When a
person is full of the knowledge of truth and wisdom, he/she begins to grow in other areas
of life, full of the glory of their Lord and savior, with a greater sense of ownership as well
as responsibility. (Matt. 5.13-16; 19.21; Mark 12.29-31; Luke 6.27-28; John 8.10-11).
Table 5.1 Analytical Comparison
Biblical
Foundation

Theological
foundation of
Literature Review

Biblical Parallel in
field Research

Different
Views

1.1
Righteousness,
justice, peace

2.4 Theological
enlightenment

3.1Fellowship

3.3 Prayer
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1.3 Holistic
empowerment

2.9 Empowered
leaders

3.1 Discipleship

Sociological
orientation

2.2 Values of
Good Works

2.3, 2.5 High Value of
Good works

3.5 Knowledge &
experiences

1.5 Need of Christ

2.2 Restoration of
relationship

3.1Relationship

Integration
of faith &
works
2.9
Humility

1.6 Must be born
of the Spirit

2.8 Values of
Friendship

3.2 Good Works

2.10 Cultural
understanding

5.6
Sacrificial

3.3 Evangelism
3.4 Cultural
Awareness

Holistically Transformed Leaders
4.1 Value both good works and relationships
Leaders require relationships to carry out good works. Transformed leaders value
both relationships and good works. Without such qualities, leaders can neither serve the
faith communities nor reach the community at large.
4.2 Serve as the agent of change
Spiritually transformed Christian leaders follow the footsteps of their master
Christ and serve people in need with love and compassion. These kinds of actions
motivate people towards a positive change in their life. Thus, followers of Christ are
known as agents of change to the world (John 8.10-11; 13.13-14).
4.3 Value sacrificial living with transforming habits
Transformed leaders can live a sacrificial life and be an example of simplicity,
like that of Mother Teresa. Transformed leaders do not inherit sacrificial life alone but
also possess transforming habits that inspire and motivate others towards a similar
lifestyle.
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4.4 Values empowerment in all dimensions of Christian living
Transformed leaders deem holistic empowerment as an important element for all
dimensions of Christian living. They would not have considered it as significant without
their own experience of holistic empowerment. Someone would not recommend another
to try something new unless he/she first has tasted and liked it.
5. The Challenges of the Kathmandu Valley Christian communities
5.1 Importance of a Biblical Worldview
On the one hand, Christianity in the Kathmandu Valley has flourished
significantly in the last seven decades of its existence. On the other hand, it is struggling
to attain maturity due to the lack of holistically transformed leaders for empowering the
communities with strong biblical teachings (1 Cor. 14.20; Eph. 4.11-14).
5.2 Need for clarity on the integration of Faith and Works
The Christian communities of the Kathmandu Valley lack doctrinal clarity on the
integration of faith and works and its significance. The lack of strong biblical orientation
on faith and works have contributed to the shallow performance of Christianity within the
walls of the church and beyond.
5.3 Lack of theological orientation on social responsibilities
If Christian leaders lack strong theological orientation, they tend to forget or
minimize pertinent social issues. When leaders fail to focus on social responsibility,
society suffers. Therefore, the incorporation of sociological orientation is essential while
empowering leaders for service among Christian communities.
5.4 Lack of doctrinal orientation on Christian perfection
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It requires a thorough clean up and renovation of an old house before welcoming
someone for housing. Similarly, it requires thorough biblical teaching to old vessels to
attain Christian growth of perfection (Rom. 12.2).
5.5 Lack of strong sociological, cultural, and economic empowerment
Despite its rich cultural, social, and economic exposure, Kathmandu Valley
Christianity still lacks a strong sense of socio-cultural and economic support. However, a
handful of churches are realizing such a need and their significance to the holistic
transformation of individuals in the communities.
5.6 Lack of working unity among Christian leaders
The issue of humility and solidarity are the top challenges that Christian leaders
of the Kathmandu Valley have faced regarding the holistic mission. It requires the
sacrifice of personal interests and the working together in partnership efforts.
5.7 Imitation of Western culture
Christianity is expected to eliminate or minimize cultural adulteration with
Western culture. Unless Christian communities take this issue seriously and take
appropriate action immediately, Christianity will lose its Nepalese cultural identity, and
not just in the Kathmandu Valley.
5.8 Persecution to Christianity
Although Christianity is considered a religion of love, forgiveness, and
compassion, it has suffered persecution along its path since its rise, not only from
government agencies, but even communities at large, which is the very recipient of their
ministry of compassion. However, because of its transforming nature and character,
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Christianity in the Kathmandu Valley, despite of persecution, has been a thriving religion
since its very arrival in the 1950s.
6.1 Importance of good leaders
Good children are by product of good parents; a good community is the by
product of holistically transformed good leaders.
For holistically transformed leaders value holiness and obedience, which are
essential to Christian character and service among Christian communities. The leaders
know that without these qualities they can neither serve God, nor people. The ultimate
call of Christianity is to be responsible to both God and man (Rom. 12.9-10; Gal. 6.9-10).
Leaders with strong faith and works motivation are both bold and effective, not
only to influence others, but also towards transforming lives holistically. Empowered
Christian leaders can make a significant impact by sharing their knowledge and
experiences with the faith community and the community at large.
6.2 Multiply disciples
Regardless of challenges, transformed leaders focus on opportunities for
discipleship and keep multiplying by the investment of their life, strength, time, talent,
and treasure with prayerful and sacrificial living.
6.3 Distinguish faith and culture
Christianity does not ask us to eliminate local culture but to win people's hearts to
worship the living God in Christ. Because of widespread superstition and pagan practices
in the multicultural context of the Kathmandu Valley, Christian leaders are expected to be
smart enough to distinguish between religion and culture.
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6.4 Healthy Relationship
Christian leaders must stay in a healthy relationship both within the Christian
community and the community at large. The relationship with both God and people
ultimately transforms the person holistically.
6.5 Importance of Fellowship
Individuals involved in evangelism with good works are bold and effective in
leading people from their circle to the fellowships of faithful followers of Christ. In this
fellowship they find the opportunity to grow up spiritually, discover their identity, and
become aware of their sociological role as a child of Almighty God.
6.6 Importance of Theology
The aim of a Christian's faith and works should not be to change or eliminate
local culture but to enlighten both the heart and mind of local people with works of
compassion with the knowledge and wisdom of Christ. This requires proper care with a
proper theological orientation.
Ministry Implications of the Findings
Wise leaders with a strong understanding of the importance of faith and works
and their delivery through relationships, evangelism, fellowship, and discipleship can
help to contribute to empower and transform individuals within Christian communities in
the Kathmandu Valley and beyond.
The facts experienced, studied, and expressed here during the first and second
decades of the 21st century revealed that Christian leaders of the Kathmandu Valley
could have helped transform the community better holistically. Due to poor theological,
sociological, cultural, and economic empowerment, the majority of Christian leaders lack
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holistic empowerment. If leaders were holistically empowered, they could have been
much more effective in their field of ministry. They would have been better at helping
others experience a transformed living and impact the rest of society through the means
of faith and action together. However, due to the government set firewall between
churches and mission agencies, like United Mission to Nepal (UMN), International Nepal
Fellowship (INF), and International Need (IN), all of them were forced to run separately
due to fear of persecution. However, a handful of leaders who were empowered with
strong theological, and sociological, spiritual, and economic resources have impacted the
society significantly. In an exclusive interview, a veteran pastor said that despite an
adverse legal setup, these agencies have been very helpful to the local church leaders.
These leaders have contributed to the holistic transformation of other leaders who are
involved in reaching the community at large with means of faith and works.
Christian communities that lack a solid theological, sociological, and spiritual
orientation fall behind in transforming individuals in their communities.
Christian leaders with a lack of proper theological, sociological, spiritual, and
economic empowerment can neither bring a significant change within their community
nor beyond. Therefore, good works fail without the gospel, and vice versa. For faith in
Christ without obedience can neither communicate the gospel nor help transform lives
holistically as envisioned in the biblical and modern world.
Christian communities in the Kathmandu Valley lack strong theological and
sociological orientation towards the integration of faith and works. This is a big challenge
for bridging the gap between faith communities and the communities at large.
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The most vivid need pointed out in the study, beside sociological
orientation with good works, was the need for cultural enlightenment in Christian
communities of the Kathmandu Valley. The majority of Christian communities lack an
understanding of the differences between faith and culture, which has contributed to the
gap within Christian communities and the rest of the society.
Although legal restriction is one of the reasons for disintegration of gospel and
charity, the church's failure to adopt faith and works policy, Christian solidarity are other
major obstacles for the ineffectiveness of Christianity in the Kathmandu Valley to a large
extent. On an optimistic note, holistically empowered Christian leaders are perceived to
understand and handle other people in their circle with greater respect, which allows the
recipients to experience the compassion and the wisdom of God. Leaders who are
holistically transformed can focus on solving the problem of the gap that the community
is facing and strengthen them accordingly.
Limitations of the Study
This is a small sample study that reflect a state of a limited group of people in
Nepal. This study was carried among Christians leaders surrounded by Hindu and
Buddhist culture. The results could vary in other cultures. It is hard to measure the state
of integration of faith and works in any Christian community or society. Since this was
more of a qualitative study in nature, it is not argumentative. It is possible that holistically
transformed leaders alone may not be effective in carrying out the task of life
transformation through faith and works. However, they can impact the society better.
Holistically equipped leaders find greater acceptance in any modern society regardless of
his/her religion, I think.
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Unexpected Observations
Leaders in the Kathmandu Valley Christian communities need cultural awareness
and a greater understanding of the context they are serving. Christian communities in the
Kathmandu Valley are also in greater need of solidarity and for the ripple effect of the
holistic ministry through both faith and works. The integration of faith and works has a
ripple effect in Christina ministry.
What were the surprises?
The leaders with a lack of sociological, cultural, and theological orientation can
drag Christianity to disintegration. It was the lack of both theological and sociological
understanding that led early church leaders and social organizations to disintegrate at the
beginning of the holistic efforts of transforming lives through the Kathmandu Valley of
Nepal.
Future Directions for the Study
Christian communities focusing simply on evangelism through the message alone
are adopting good works as an effective way to carry the message of hope in Christ.
Another area for future study is the state of social justice and culture issues within
Christian community of Nepal.
Review of the Chapter
The divine standard of a holistically transformed community is needed to apply
the appropriate approach of compassion, justice, and peace in all dimensions of human
society. The integration of faith and works helps transform lives holistically with
Christian leaders who are empowered with theological, spiritual, sociological, and
economic means. Leaders empowered in this manner enjoy greater acceptance in
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Nepalese society. The Gospel with good works helps to bridge the gap between Christian
communities and the communities at large. However, without close discipleship with
spiritual, sociological, and cultural orientation, Christianity will remain ineffective in
bridging the gap with the rest of the society in the Kathmandu Valley.
The challenges Christian communities face can be eliminated by empowering
leaders with strong spiritual, theological, socio-cultural awareness, as well as economic
empowerment. This focus will strengthen leaders and help them to be more responsible
and effective in their respective fields of calling.
However, without a renewal of the mind and heart of an individual with scripture
and the love of Christ, it does not seem possible to produce the sacrificial leaders who
can impact both Christian communities and the communities at large holistically.
Postscript
The journey of this Doctor of Ministry program has been an exciting period of
discovery in my life for understanding the importance of faith and works with a biblical
perspective. This journey began in 2015 with a successful scholarship interview online by
Tom Tumblin—then dean of the Beeson Center at Asbury Theological Seminary. The
journey has been an exciting experience full of faith as well as action. I was an English
teaching professional and loved the English language and literature but did not want to go
through the TOEFL test. Yet, I had to meet the requirement. So, I enrolled in an institute
to upgrade my English to meet the American standard. During my TOEFL study I had an
opportunity to share my faith with one of my classmates from China. She was a young
girl and open to the gospel. She accepted Christ as her Lord and savior. On the way to
Asbury, I had another opportunity to share my faith with a flying mate while traveling,
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who also surrendered her life to Christ. The Doctor of Ministry journey has been full of
faith and action in all dimensions of this research journey. However, to be honest, this
journey would not have been possible without the loving and committed friends and
partners who put their faith in action, including that of Asbury Theological Seminary.
I have become much mature on theological, sociological, spiritual, economic, as
well as cultural significance in transforming the community through holistically
transformed individuals. On the one hand, this journey of discovery in American
standards have inspired me to live full of knowledge, wisdom, and justice. On the other
hand, new experiences of different contexts and cultures have made me more mature and
confident to live my life full of faith and generous actions for Christ in all contexts.
A. Dissertation Matrix: Overview
The holistic approach of transformation is the most effective way of transforming
individual members of a community. Holistically transformed Christian leaders who are
theologically enlightened, socially recognized, economically self-sustained, and
spiritually mature not only influence society, but also impact the lives of individuals.
Nonetheless, it requires sacrificial living with a mature understanding of the
divine importance of faith and works, which aims to perfect humanity, full of justice,
peace, and compassion under the reign of Christ.
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APPENDIX A
DOCUMENTS FOR EXPERT REVIEW
Thakur Prasad Paudel (Sam)
Doctor of Ministry Scholar
Asbury Theological Seminary
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390
Dear in Christ,
IRB members, Greetings!
I am a student of the doctoral program at Asbury Theological Seminary. As part of the
requirements for my dissertation project entitled Holistic Transformation: “Importance
of Faith and Works in Major Christian Communities of Kathmandu Valley.” Here I
would like to request you to help me as one of my expert reviewers for guidance data
collecting. I am using two researcher-designed instruments to collect data. The first and
second are assessment surveys of knowledge perspective, attitude, and behavior through
questionnaires to determine the theme and learn and evaluate the impact of the
transformative ministry of the key participants which will serve quantitative data. The
other is a semi-structured interview protocol, which I will be used to conduct interviews
with key participants to acquire qualitative data.
The purpose of this research project is to (1) show from Scripture that evangelism and
discipleship need to focus on holistic transformation, not just the spiritual side, (2) show
why that has been not been in focus in many of the churches of the Kathmandu Valley,
and (3) find workable ways to correct the problem of separating faith and works.
The followings are the Research Questions:
RQ#1. What do key church leaders think the Bible teaches about Christian faith and
social concern?
RQ#2. Why was faith and works divided in the past in Kathmandu Valley churches, with
social concern relegated to organizations like UMN?
RQ#3. What are the possible solutions you see to bridge the gap between the Christian
community and the rest of the society of the Kathmandu valley?
Here I am including a copy of the abstract of my dissertation proposal with this
application. Would you kindly evaluate instruments using the evaluation forms included?
I am open to your helpful comments that would strengthen my paper. I welcome you to
share your comments that will help improve the data collection. I expect your prayerful
and careful evaluation. Please kindly return the evaluation form to the followings
Email: sam.paudel@asburyseminary.edu / sampaudel@gmail.com
God Bless You!
Sincerely Thakur Prasad Paudel (Sam).
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT
Dear ………………
I am doing a research about Holistic Transformation: “Importance of Faith and Works
in Major Christian communities of Kathmandu Valley.”
I would like to assure you that this study will benefit not only the researcher but also the
participants and those at large.
I found you involved in the holistic task of transforming lives in Kathmandu through
training young people with theological education. So I am choosing you as a sample
among others. The procedure of data collection will be face to face interviews.
All of your personal information would be treated as confidential.
The theme information you provide will be used only for the proposed study and the data
acquired both in word and electronic form would be destroyed immediately with
completion of the proposed study with appropriate means and method by June 1, 2021.
The investigator will visit you in your office for the inquiry only after prior notice and
your consent for the available day and time.
Please be assured that you have the liberty to respond using your pure conscience
and you will have the freedom to refuse to answer any or all the questions.
I appreciate your willingness and cooperation to carry on this research study smoothly.
If you need an adjustment on the agreed date and time, you may inform me through the
following technique of information: E-mail- sampaudel@gmail.com, Mobile No.
+9779808242025
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to
indicate your voluntary participation. Thank you so much! May the Lord God keep you
strong and cheerful in His presence. With prayerful expectation,
Thakur Prasad Paudel (Sam).
I am willing to participate in this study as a volunteer within my available time. So I am
providing my name and signature here below.
Your Signature: ----------------------------------------------------------- Date-----------------Your name in full: --------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C
INFORMED CONSENT
Dear ………………….
I am doing a research about Holistic Transformation: “Importance of Faith and Works
in Major Christian communities of Kathmandu Valley.”
I would like to assure you that this study will benefit not only the researcher but also the
participants and those at large.
I found you involved in transformational ministry in Kathmandu Valley through financial
means for 25 years. So I am choosing you as sample among others.
The procedure of data collection will be face to face interviews.
All of your personal information would be treated as confidential. The theme information
you provide will be used only for the proposed study and the data acquired both in word
form and electronic form would be destroyed immediately with completion of the
proposed study with appropriate means and method by June 1, 2021. The investigator
will visit you in your office for the inquiry only after prior notice and your consent for the
available day and time.
Please be assured that you have liberty to respond using your pure conscience and you
will have freedom to refuse to answer any or all the questions.
I appreciate your willingness and cooperation to carry on this research study smoothly.
If you need an adjustment on the agreed date and time, you may inform me through
following technique of information:
E-mail- sampaudel@gmail.com,
Contact No. +9779808242025
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to
indicate your voluntary participation. Thank you so much! May the Lord God keep you
strong and cheerful in His presence.
With prayerful expectation,
Thakur Prasad Paudel (Sam).
I am willing to participate in this study as a volunteer within my available time. So I am
providing my name and signature here below.
I am willing to participate in this study as a volunteer within my available time. So I am
providing my name and signature here below.
Your Signature: ----------------------------------------------------------- Date------------------
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APPENDIX D
INFORMED CONSENT

Dear ………………….
I am doing a research about Holistic Transformation: “Importance of Faith and Works
in Major Christian communities of Kathmandu Valley.”
I would like to assure you that this study will benefit not only the researcher but also the
participants and those at large.
I found you involved in transformational ministry in Kathmandu Valley through financial
means for 25 years. So I am choosing you as sample among others.
The procedure of data collection will be face to face interviews.
All of your personal information would be treated as confidential. The theme information
you provide will be used only for the proposed study and the data acquired both in word
form and electronic form would be destroyed immediately with completion of the
proposed study with appropriate means and method by June 1, 2021. The investigator
will visit you in your office for the inquiry only after prior notice and your consent for the
available day and time.
Please be assured that you have liberty to respond using your pure conscience and you
will have freedom to refuse to answer any or all the questions.
I appreciate your willingness and cooperation to carry on this research study smoothly.
If you need an adjustment on the agreed date and time, you may inform me through
following technique of information:
E-mail- sampaudel@gmail.com,
Contact No. +9779808242025
If you are willing to assist me in this study, please sign and date this letter below to
indicate your voluntary participation. Thank you so much! May the Lord God keep you
strong and cheerful in His presence.
With prayerful expectation,
Thakur Prasad Paudel (Sam).
I am willing to participate in this study as a volunteer within my available time. So I am
providing my name and signature here below.
I am willing to participate in this study as a volunteer within my available time. So I am
providing my name and signature here below.
Your Signature: ----------------------------------------------------------- Date------------------
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APPENDIX E

RQ#1. What do key church leaders think the Bible teaches about Christian faith and
social concern?
RQ#2. Why was faith and works divided in the past in Kathmandu Valley churches, with
social concern relegated to organizations like UMN?
RQ#3. What are the possible solutions you see to bridge the gap between the Christian
community and the rest of the society of the Kathmandu Valley?
2. Interview Questionnaires (IQ)
IQ 1. What is your theology in transforming your community holistically?
IQ 2. How do you see the importance of faith and works as a Christian leader in
Kathmandu valley?
c. IQ 3. What inspires you to involve your-self in the task of transforming lives in
community?
IQ 1,2, 3 checked the participants' understanding, motivation, and technique.
IQ 4. "What are the reasons you see for disintegration of evangelism and good
works in Kathmandu Valley churches historically?"
a. IQ 5. What are your plans to bridge the gap between Christian community rest
of the society?
IQ 4 and 5 investigated participants’ insight, attitude, historical knowledge, judgments
and strategy.
IQ 6. How do you see the role of theological and sociological empowerment to build
up Christian leaders into maturity?
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IQ 7. How do you see the role of faith and good works towards transforming lives
within Christian community and community at large?
IQ. 6 & 7 inquired the understanding of evangelistic and sociological responsibility
including theological strategy of the community leaders.
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APPENDIX F
A General State of Faith and Works Impact in Kathmandu Valley
Similarities

Differences

1. Point of change: Christian Message of Hope (5)

1. Healing (1)

2. Daily Progress: Fellowship and Good works (10)

2. Good works (4)

3. Understanding of a Transformed life: Holistic (10)

1. Spiritual means (10)

4. Leadership Involvements: Holistic means (6)

1. Negligent (1) 2.
Unconcerned (1)

5. Non-Christian recognition (8)
6. Leadership Awareness of Theological and
Sociological need (10)
7. Leadership awareness of the importance of faith and
works (10)
8. Christian means of communication for bridging the
gap: Faith and works (10)
9. Leadership sense of need: Greater commitment (10)
10.Cause to Christian growth: Transformed Christian
living (10)
11. Cause to Christian decline: Hypocritical Christian
living (10)
Table C.1
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State of Christian Growth in Kathmandu Valley
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Faith and Good Senses of social
works efforts responsibility

State of holistic
Value of
Need of
theological
sociological empowerment
empowerment empowerment

State of
Chritian attitude
discipleship

*This chart is based on the data acquired from the circle of key participants that was
studied.
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APPENDIX G
PERMISSION LETTER

Dear …………….
I am glad to inform you that I am a Doctor of Ministry Scholar at Asbury Theological
Seminary (ATS), Wilmore, KY. USA. I am carrying out a research on Holistic
Transformation: “Importance of Faith and Works in Major Christian communities of
Kathmandu Valley.”
I would like to survey three lay leaders familiar to ………………………………….., one
each from women fellowship, youth fellowship, and children’s fellowship of your
congregation to provide representative voice to this research project.
Since it is study of individuals, I assure you that all the data collected would be treated as
confidential. None of the information collected would be treated personally. Both
congregation and participant’s name will be coded.
I believe the findings from this survey will help aware and educate future generation of
leaders within faith community and community at large.
I would also like to assure you that the surveys would remain as anonymous. The survey
data both in print and electronic form would be destroyed with appropriate means, and
method as soon as this research is completed and published in print form by June 1, 2021.
Provided you are willing to allow the study of your congregation, please sign and date
this letter below to indicate your cheerful involvement. God Bless You!
Faithfully,

I am willing to allow the study as described above and so I am providing my signature
below:
Your Signature: ----------------------------------------------------------- Date------------------
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